AN EASTER STORY
A heart-warming story of Easter dominates this
week's paper on Page 6. The story, evidently written from the heart, is <one which no Clemson man,
no matter what his beliefs, should miss. Columnist
and feature writer Tom Anderson has, in this short
story, gives rise to ideas which we must all have
felt. Page 6, please.
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At Saturday Night Dance

Foreign Student
Group Told That
'War Is Silly'
By CHARLES SPENCER
Tiger Staff Writer
A former Congresswoman from
Montana told the Clemson Foreign Student Association Tuesday
night that "War is silly as a
method of settling disputes."
Miss Jeannette Rankin, elected
to Congress in 1916, was the first
woman ever to be elected to Congress in this country. She gives
the women of Montana the credit
for electing her after a long battle for woman suffrage.

Some 500 prospective students will visit the campus
tomorrow during the annual High School Visitation Day,
according to Walter Cox, dean of Student Affairs.

Miss Rankin, who resides near
Athens, Ga., during the winter,
has traveled extensively in India
and the East. She feels that
Ghandi "is the only person who
has showed us another method"
of settling disputes. "We must
learn to teach self-respect and
self-reliance instead of hate."
The Tiger Tones, Clemson's popular quartet, will appear at
the Saturday Night Dance of Spring Hop. They are as pictured,
(first row left to right) Bobby Moore, Greenwood and Harold
Truluck, Olanta; (second row) Johnny Ivester, Rome, Ga. and
Sammy Seastrunk, Columbia.

Tiger Tones To Appear
At Spring Hop Donee

"We declared war on Japan and
Germany, not in retaliation for
Pearl Harbor or in defense of the
Philippines, but because our
government had already decided
By LEE CLYBURN
to go to war. Roosevelt had alTiger Assistant News Editor
ready committed us to England,
and no one had any desire to avert
The Tiger Tones, a group of Clemson students, will
war."
provide
music for Spring Hop slated for Apr. 11 in the din"I think we should have total
ing
hall
from 8 p.m. until midnight, according to Bob Erunilateral disarmament in this
country, now, today. By such a win, CDA president.
move Russia would be thrown
Johnny Ivester, business man- formal will follow the annual
completely into confusion. Most ager for the quartet, stated that Military Ball formal dance which
of our foreign aid today is for the group will be backed by a will be held Apr. 10 from 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m.
military. Think what we could do combo of at least six.
The Tiger Tones consist of Harwith the money we are-spending.
Will Be Informal
on military at home and abroad."
The Saturday Spring Hop in- old Truluck, Agricultural Engineering senior from Olanta;
Sammy
Seastrunk,
Pre-Med
junior from Columbia; Johnny
Ivester, Industrial Management
sophomore from Rome, Ga.; and
Bobby Moore, Industrial Management major from Greenwood.
According to Johnny, the group
sings many different types of
By FRED HOOVER
wandering on and off stage in full music. "Many are our own arrangements," he said. "Our songs
Tiger Feature Writer
view of the audience adds a note include calipso, rock and roll,
Some of you may have been of informality that is no small modern harmony, show and
fortunate enough to have caught thing in increasing appeal.
dance music and general variathe TV production of Mrs. McThe dramatis personae are tions of all types."
Thing when it was presented seve- amateurs, but the mixture of
The Tiger Tones, since being
ral months ago. The Clemson Lit- enthusiasm and ineptitude they formed in 1956 as the Four Flats,
tle Theater, while not professional, bring is a fascinating thing to have made numerous campus apis making its attempt at same at watch.
pearances to colleges such as
8 o'clock tonight and tomorrow
Some of them are familiar faces Erskine, Limestone, Winthrop,
night in the Plant and Animal —Don Benz, John Ridgill—others Wesleyan, Mercer and the UniScience auditorium.
have familiar names—Jackie Mc- versity of Georgia.
"We are also scheduled to perGee, Alva Gene Putnam—all of
Cooledge Directs
form for a meeting of the South
them do a job which is considerably
Hal
Cooledge,
Professor of
Carolina General Assembly in
more than we expected.
Architectural History, is directing,
April," Johnny stated.
and a fine job it is, too. Alpha Psi
Plot Is Simple
Urge Support
Omega designed the sets, and we
The plot is simple enough. It
CDA
members
Bob Erwin and
feel that the sight of the actors
seems that Mrs. McThing (Miss Pete McKeller also urged all stuPutnam) is a witch. She has a dent support for the Military Ball
daughter, Mimi (Susan Bond, Ann featuring Buddy Morrow and
Bond's daughter, which may prove they stressed that even though
that theatrical ability is influenced the dance honored military stuby heredity.)
dents, anyone could attend.
The highlight of the Military
._Said daughter wishes to play
Ball, according to Bill Bruner,
with a juvenile delinquent sort
president of Scabbard and Blade,
of rich boy, Howard Lame HI will be the naming of honorary
The Department of Chemistry (Jackie McGee). "Not so" says
will offer a doctorate curriculum Mrs. La rue (Maxine Trively) cadet general, sergeant, corporal
beginning in Sept., 1959, accord- his mother. "A pox upon you" and private during intermission
ing to Dr. J. K. Williams, Dean of says McThing and promptly of the Friday formal.
the Graduate School. Clemson spirits the boy away.
These.four girls will be sepresently offers Ph. D. degrees in
lected from dates of ROTC
She substitutes a stick for the members. Honorary general
three fields—Agricultural Economics, Entomology and Plant Pa- boy and his mother never knows will be selected from dates of
the difference except that said Scabbard and Blade members
thology.
stick is a perfect little monster, and honorary sergeants will be
Graduate teaching in the De- which is something of a commen- chosen from dates of Execupartment of Chemistry was be- tary upon mothers. Mrs. Larue, tive Sergeants. Honorary corgun about 1948, and the depart- however, is something of a mon- poral and private will be choment has since awarded 23 Mas- ster herself so she is happy.
sen from dates of basic stuter of Science degrees. Fields
dents.
Joins
Mob
open to graduate students for
Selection of the beauties will
major work are Organic, AnalyThe boy, who has a great love be made on looks, personality,
tical and Physical Chemistry.
for mobsters, makes shift to join congeniality and character. A
a mob. This mob consists of some board of military instructors will
Headed by Dr. F. I. Brownley,
Jr., the Chemistry staff is com- four of the most Runyonesque choose the girls — general and
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)
posed of 15 men, eight of whom
have Ph. D. degrees.

Tonight, Tomorrow Night

Little Theater To
Play, 'Mrs

Doctorate Degree
Will Be Offered To
Chemistry Students

Planned Since Construction
Plans for offering Ph. D. degrees
in Chemistry at Clemson have
been in progress since the construction of a new Chemistry building about eight years ago.

Each year the college sponsors'
such a program in order that prospective students may become
more familiar with Clemson and
the curriculums that are offered.
The activities of the day will begin at 9 a.m. with registration on
the Loggia. During this time an
informal reception will be held in
the dining hall. Deans, faculty
members and student leaders will
be on hand to greet the visitors at
this time. Also on hand will be
five student representatives from
each school. Those students will
answer questions on cirriculums
and school life.
Edwards To Welcome
At 9:45 a.m. the prospective students will move to the Chemistry
Auditorium where they will be
welcomed by Acting President R.
C. Edwards. Introductions of the
deans of the various schools will
be made by Mr. Cox.

During the remaining morning hours the visitors will tour
the school which they have
tentatively chosen for their field
of study. Tours will be set up
to include general information
in the various fields, and in some
cases demonstrations are planned.
The group will eat lunch in the
college dining hall as the guests
of the student body. After lunch a
short period will be provided that
the high school visitors may better acquaint themselves with the
campus.

To Visit Student Center
The general purpose behind this
period is to allow the group a
chance to see Clemson from the
students' viewpoint. During this
time the visitor may talk with students, talk to professors about particular educational fields or visit
different campus organizations
such as Taps and Tiger in Student
Center.
A general question and answer
period will be held in the Chemistry Auditorium for the group at
1 p.m. Represented at this meeting will be members of campus
organizations. Attendance at this
The annual state convention of
meeting is optional for the visithe student chapters of the Ameritors.
can Society of Civil Engineers will
be held at Clemson tomorrow acThe afternoon portion of the
cording to president J. C. Edwards. program will be concluded with
He further stated that represen- attendance of the annual intratatives from three schools in the squad game in Memorial Stadstate will be represented, these ium. The group will be the
schools being Clemson, University guest of the Block "C" club for .
of South Carolina and The Citadel. the game.
Registration will be held in the
Dean Cox has expressed a wish
Civil Engineering Building. Dur- that all campus organizations and
ing this time the visitors to the particularly the individual stucampus will be given a tour of the dents help to make this year's visinew facilities.
tation a successful one.
Students from each chapter will
present papers in competition for
the cup which is awarded to the
school whose member gives the
Columbia — The Clemson Colbest paper. South Carolina won lege Board of Trustees will meet
the cup last year.
in a special session within three
Highlights of the meeting Will weeks for the purpose of selectbe the intra-squad football game ing a new president, according to
and the banquet to be held tomor- R. M. Cooper, president of the
row night at the Clemson House.
board.

Student Chapters
To Convene At
ASCE Meeting

BULLETIN

IN MEMORIAM:

Pawley's Island Pavilion
???? — 1959
"May Clemson Men Always Remember
With Nostalgia The Good Times
Hod Here."

Student Body Officer Election Dates
Announced; Deadline For Petitions Set
By JIM MOORE
Tiger Staff Writer
Petitions for student body officers elections must be turned in
by the Mar. 31, deadline according to Luther Bigby, Chairman of
Elections Committee.
The forms may be left at J.
R. Cooper's office at the Student
Center, until 4:30 p.m. Between
4:30 p.m. and midnight, they may
be submitted to Luther in room
A-704.
Requirements Set
To petition a candidate's nomination, a G.P.R. of 2.5 is required.
Candidates for the offices of president or Senior Council member
must rea^h senior status by second semester next year and have
their petition signed by at least
ten eligible voters.

rate the first anniversary of the
Olin Foundation gift. Dr. Charles
L. Horn, Minneapolis, Minn.,
president of the Foundation, presented the grant at an Olin Appreciation Day banquet here Apr.
12, 1958.
The building, which honors Dr.
S. B. Earle, Clemson dean emeritus of engineering, will be completed in Sept. and ready for occupancy at the start of the 195960 academic year.
A dedicatory program is planned
in the fall.

All regularly enrolled students,
including graduating seniors and
graduate students, may vote in the
general election of student government officers. Elections will be
held on Apr. 7, while the date for
Office-seekers are restricted to run-offs has been set for Apr. 14,
six posters and a maximum expenClass elections are tentatively
diture of 15 dollars. Posters are
set for Apr. 21 and run-offs on
considered any fixed advertiseApr. 28. Luther stated that votment placed on campus.
ing machines will be used for
the third consecutive year to rePolitical Rally Announced
duce the length of lines and hasLuther has announced that a ten the voting process.
political rally will be held on Apr.
6, and he urges all students to,
One machine is allotted to each
"Attend the rally and get to know class. Each voting machine will
the candidate." He also said, be identified by a number, and
"Voting has been better this year voters will go to the machine
than last'year, and I hope that which bears the same number as
more students will vote at the com- their ID card. As usual, ID cards
ing election."
will be used to secure ballots.
An individual running for
vice-president may have either
junior or senior rating, .and his
petition must also be signed by
ten eligible voters.

New Supper Hour Not To Become Effective
Until Approval Is Granted By Administration
A recent student referendum
that would change supper hour
from 5:30 to 6 p.m. will not become
effective this semester, according
to Dean Walter Cox. Dean Cox
said the change will be made next
year if the Educational Council
finds it advisable.
Clearance for the proposed
change was not obtained from the
administration before the referendum was presented for student
vote.
Dean Cox stated that
changes in the college schedule

Col. Douglass Is
Armed Forces Day
Project Officer
Col. George A. Douglass, professor of Military Science and
Tactics, has agreed to serve as
Armed Forces Day project officer of the Clemson area, according to Capt. S. M. Smith, Public
Information Officer for the Clemson ROTC detachment.
Be May 14
The holiday will be observed
here by the annual Armed Forces
and ROTC Recognition Day
ceremonies on Bowman Field
May 14. The holiday, begun in
1950, symbolizes the unification,
common interest and interde
pendence of all components of
the Armed Forces, according to
Capt. Smith.
Others who have agreed to
assist in the Clemson program
are R. C. Edwards, Acting President of Clemson, civilian spon
sor; Col. C. B. Thompson, Professor of Air Science, Air Force
Liason Officer.
Also, Commander M. C. Bell,
Associate professor of Mathematics, Naval Liason Officer; and
(Continued on Page 6)

What Features Those AAG's Have These Days

must receive administrative ap- minutes longer did not greatly efproval before they are submitted fect the discussions," Dean Cos
said. "Services performed by this
to students.
group will be done at a time which
May Be Next Year
is beneficial to the college as a
Supper hour may be changed whole."
next year if current investigations
Partly To Blame
by the Schedule Committee warDean Cox said he was partly to
rant revising it to meet increased
enrollment. A change of this sort blame for not securing adminismust take into consideration all trative approval on the measure
phases of the academic program before a vote of the student body
as well as student organization was taken. "I regret that this
schedules, according to Dean Cox. misunderstanding has developed,
but we want everyone to know that
The proposal presented to the this proposal will be given every
Educational Council would not consideration in our future planr
have been beneficial to the col- ning."
lege as a whole at this time,
Dean Cox reported.
Unless the change is found to be
mutually advantageous to a large
majority of the student body as
well as other phases of the college program, it is doubtful that
approval will be given, he said.
"The fact that dining room employees would find their day 30

Deadline Near
For Senior Orders
The deadline on placing orders
for invitations, caps and gowns
has been set for Wednesday, according to Jimmy Smith, senior
class president. All June graduates are urged to comply with the
deadline, he said.
Orders are being taken in Meeting Room 1 from 1-5 p.m. and
from 7-9 p.m. each day. Caps and
gowns may be rented for $3.75, and
the graduate may select one of
four types of invitations including:
dutchfold, white cardboard booklet, white pin seal letter and white
genuine leather.

No Tiger For
Next 2 Weeks
The Tiger will not publish
for the next two weeks, owirg
to Easter vacation, Editor R01 nie Ellis said this week. Unle ■
a special edition is deeme
necessary next week, no papc •
will be published until Apr. ld\
Candidates for class offices
are reminded that the deadline
for political advertisements for
that week's paper is not later
than Apr. 6. Advertising staff
will accept ads after 6 p.m.
that night up until 10 p.m. After that, no ads will be accepted.
Any candidate who is forced
into a run-off election and who
wishes to place an ad during
the next two weeks must also
observe a Monday night deadline of the week in which he
wants his ad to appear.

Annual Sunrise Services
Scheduled For Thursday
Annual Easter Sunrise Services will be held at 6 a.m.
Thursday in the College Amphitheater.
The service, held annually before Easter holidays, will
have as a speaker this year Dr. Cort Flint, pastor of the
First Baptist Church in Anderson.
Dr. Flint, a graduate of Southwestern School of Technology and
the University of Oklahoma, served
as a chaplain in the Navy during
W.W. II.
He has formerly served as the
administrative assistant to the
president of Southern Theological
Seminary. Dr. Flint is a popular

speaker among college students
and is a strong supporter of the
Baptist Student Union in South
Carolina.
Services will be held in the College Chapel in the event of cold
weather or rain.

Claim College Officials

'Just Compensation9
Not Given For Land

R. C. Edwards Announces Date For
Earle Hall Cornerstone Ceremony

Cornerstone laying for the $1,175,000 Earle Chemical EngineerEspecially during the past four ing Building at Clemson College
years, much new research equip- will be held Apr. 15 announced
ment has been purchased and acting President R. C. Edwards.
Invited guests will include Dr.
recent physical improvements in
chemistry, include the develop- Charles L. Horn, James O. Wynn
ment of a radioisotopes labora- and Ralph Clark, trustees of the
tory, equipped with the best in- Olin Foundation; Gov. Ernest F.
Hollings and other state officials;
strumentation available.
industrialists from the chemical
It is thought to be the most mod- industry; member of the Clemson
ern laboratory of its type in any College Board of Trustees; and
cf the colleges in the southeastern Clemson alumni.
section of the United States.
The ceremony will commemo-
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High Schoolers To Converge
On Campus Saturday Morning
500 Expected For
Tours Of College,
Intrasquad Game

Her first vote cast in Congress
was against declaring war on
Germany. She was part of a
small minority that felt that the
"military system" in this country actively tried to get us into
the war. She feels that they
are still trying to do this today.

She was re-elected to Congress
in 1940 "by a very large majority." She said that she "took
this as a demand to vote against
war, and I did so again, but this
time I was by myself. Mine was
the only vote for peace after
Pearl Harbor."

The South's Most Interesting
College Newspaper
South Carolina's Oldest
College Newspaper

The MG as a sports car, date wagon or prestigemaker leaves little to be desired. Admirable
features such as speed, "parkability," smallness, clean lines, etc., etc. make it a much sought
after automobile. They are seen many places
these days, and no wonder. It's just a stiame

the manufacturer's don't furnish a Bobbie Wardlaw with every purchase. There would probably be more bought than now. By the way,
she's a secretary in the IBM room. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.),
.

"Just compensation" has not
been provided by the United States
Government for land sought for
the Hartwell Dan project according to a claim made by Clemson
College and the State of South
Carolina.
The government had set aside
$459,152 for the land owned by the
state and used by Clemson College, but the state and the college
maintain this will not compensate
for the land replacement and other
expenses.
File Answer
Claiming that taking of land
needed by the project will deprive

1

them of its sources of water for
domestic and agricultural use and
will put them to "great" expense
in restoring a water supply, the
college and state have filed an
answer in the office of United
States Court Clerk in Greenville.
Clemson and the state also claim
they will lose a number of buildings in the process.
The amount of land owned by
the state which is subject to
condemnation is 7,666.90 acres.
The answer asks the court to
grant additional compensation
above that offered by the government.
. ...
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NOTICE!

Let's Talk It Over

Old Anniversary Edition Of
'The Tiger' Shows Progress

Clemson Is No Longer An 'Agricultural
College'; Deserves University Status
What's in a name?
Often we hear this question, and upon
investigation we find that much is in a
name. In Clemson's case there is more in
its name than meets the eye.
We wonder how many students know
Clemson's official name. All over the state
we hear South Carolinians refer to this institution as Clemson College, Clemson A &
M College and other names just as incorrect as these.
The legal name of this institution
is The Clemson Agricultural College
of South Carolina. This "handle" is
rather lengthy, accounting for the
ahove mentioned abbreviated titles in
common use.
From this official name one would surmise that agriculture, and curriculums in
this field, predominates on this campus.
We all know that this is not the case. On
the contrary, engineering, textiles and our
other curriculums are just as important as
those in agriculture, and in some cases perhaps even more so.
When the class of 1959 receive their diplomas this June they will find that "The
Clemson Agricultural College" .is boldly
engraved thereon. Whether the graduate
is an architect, a chemist, an engineer or a
physicist he will always be reminded that
he attended an "agricultural" college as an
undergraduate.
To some this matter may appear trivial, but to many it is of grave importance. In fact, during the past year
Clemson's name has become a general
topic of student conversation, apparently more so currently than in the
past.
Clemson's name has been discussed
widely for many years, almost from the
very day the college was established. At
one time many heated arguments resulted
over it among faculty members. Why?
Many of them felt that their schools and
curriculums were being subordinated because "agricultural" appeared on all college papers. We feel their objections were
justified.
We are of the opinion that Clemson's
name should be changed, not because there
is a trend among land grant colleges to
eliminate the word "agricultural" from
their titles, but because we feel the current
name is erroneous.
Since "agricultural" denotes a
small, rural educational center, people not familiar with Clemson are apt

to form a wrong impression of our
school when they glance at a diploma,
letterhead or some other official document for the first time.
Clemson is much more than an "agricultural" school; Clemson is, in essence, a university. We merely lack the name.
Clemson offers as many or more curriculums as most universities; Clemson operates on the university system. Why, then,
don't we have the distinction of being called a university?
The primary obstacle to overcome
would probably be one of legal technicalities. Under the terms of Mr. Clemson's will the legal name of Clemson
was designated, but some way, somehow there is more than likely a way to
have the name changed. It will, of
course, take time — a great deal of
time—to accomplish this end.
When and if the legal barriers are overcome it would then take an act of the General Assembly to make the change final.
Here we enter the inevitable realm of politics and no doubt some trivial objections
would be raised by a few state politicians.
This would not be uncommon, however,
since objections have been raised to other
projects in the past which might have furthered the cause of Clemson.
We would like to believe that these
politicians will put aside their petty
objections, arguments and realize that
it would be no small distinction to the
State of South Carolina to have two
large, state-supported universities. Our
educational standing would surely rise.
As we stated before, this problem is not
new to Clemson. It has been discussed on
campus and throughout the state for several years. We would be pleased to see
these discussions resolved into a concerted effort to have Clemson's name changed.
If we are a university in fact, we might as
well be one in name.
The most logical new name would
be Clemson University, but one faction
holds that Clemson State University
would be better. Arguments for the
latter choice are valid since we are a
state-supported institution, but we
would prefer the former.
Clemson's name cannot remain unchanged for long. Pressure for a new name will
probably grow stronger as we continue to
grow and fall more sharply into the university pattern. Let us hope that this needed change is just around the corner.

Criticism Of College Systems Suggests
Solutions That Aren't Entirely Sound
In the March 7 issue of The Saturday
Evening Post appears an article titled "Are
We Making A Playground Out Of College?"
written by Jerome Ellison, a professor at
the University of Indiana.
We found his dissertation on the Second
Curriculum, or college extra-curriculars,
interesting and amusing, but some of the
solutions he gives for alleviating the prominence of the Second Curriculum are, in
our opinion, radical and would not be accepted on any campus.
Mr. Ellison asserts that college students spend too much time on extracurricular activities and allow their
studies to go lacking. He also finds
that students are apt to major in a
curriculum that is "crip" so that studies will not interfer with outside activities.
While this practice exists to a certain
extent on any campus, we feel that students who fall into this category are more
the exception than the rule. It is true that
some students would like to attend a college offering a major in extra-curricular
activities, but they are definitely in the
minority.
Further, we believe most students have
a definite desire to learn when they enter
college, else they would not be there. Those
who do not want to learn usually don't
last very long anyway.
We will not take Mr. Ellison to task
about his description of the "typical"
college student. His methods to eliminate these alleged conditions concern
us here.

Mr. Ellison proposes two major changes for adoption by all colleges, one of which
is valid to a certain degree:
The author proposes that no student be
allowed to operate an automobile on any
college campus. We agree to the extent
that automobiles should be prohibited to
freshmen and perhaps sophomores, but we
feel that juniors and seniors should be allowed to bring their cars to school. A program of this sort would go far in remedying parking problems on numerous campuses.
The second proposal—and the one
which we find particularly disagreeable—would disband all fraternities
and sororities. Action of this sort
would cause a catastrophe to say the
least. These organizations perform a
very definite service to the student,
the college and the alumni.
Fraternities and sororities provide a
sense of belonging to students while they
are in college and after graduation. Once
a person becomes a fraternity member he
has brothers all over the country, and this
is something that cannot be wiped out
with one grand stroke. Nor should elimination of these organizations ever be considered.
We do not believe Mr. Ellison's latter
proposal will ever be adopted. If it were
ever put into effect one of the bases of our
educational system would begin to crumble. College officials are too wise to allow this to happen.
■>

Week's Peek

'What Do The Droodles In
The Margin Mean, Prof.?'
By TIM TRIVELY
Tiger Associate Editor
Office hours are from 3 to 5
daily. This is an invitation. An
invitation to one of the greatest
foot races mankind knows, that
of keeping one step ahead of the
prof. You have to play the
game by his
rules, his
grading system, and on
the field of
his choslng,
his office.
The odds
against your
success are
overwhelming, but there
is always the
rare, pleasant exception, the prof who will
listen to what you have to say
and then have the professional
integrity of explaining what the
marks in the margin really
mean.
You are there offensively, to
find out just exactly what was
wrong with your highly belabored paper, and defensively, to protect the present grade. You may
be nervous, but the minute you
walk into his office your grade
flinches at the sight of the little
red pencil on his desk.
You have some immunity if
the prof has the standing, oh
most noble practice—"I don't
lower a grade when I've made a
mistake." This also allows him
complete freedom in telling the
student what other obvious mistakes he allowed to go by unchecked because he thought
"This boy has about the right
idea."

But in the office, the game's
on and there is no "close idea"
or "generally right" or "practically right."
The obvious consequence follows—"I could have marked 20
off instead of 15. Now let's see
where this would put your grade
. . . ?"
And right away he's got you on
the defensive, because he knows
you won't come right out and
say you might have missed the
point the other day when you
fell asleep in class, and is even
more convinced, you haven't got
the guts to come out and say the
point wasn't covered in class at
all.
Your lack of a defense or rebuttal have yielded to the prof
another victorous skirmish, won
without threat, descursiveness,
or even the lifting of the invincible little red pencil.
After finding the minute c,
hidden somewhere on the front
or the back page of the paper,
look-out for the stand-by notations—"You can do better." or
"Awkward" or "Unclear" or "Illogical."
But the most honored, because
of its tremendously effective
ambiguity, is the question mark.
Or if the prof is in a hurry,
there'll be a long exclamation
mark down the side of the paper,
which is the ultimate in professorial notation of Complete TJnquestionability.
And because of the size of the
class, there are, unfortunately,
no professorial comments concerning these droodles that grace
the margins of our labors.
"My office hours are . . . but

for my peace of mind and excellent sense of humor, please don't
ask me to explain your every
gross error." You rationalize
that your parents peace of mind
comes before that of your prof
and here you are in his office.
"Prof, I cannot seem to figure
out what this mark means.
Thinking to himself, ah just another invented fault." You continue for a minute or so describing the ineligible script you have
painstakenly recorded for him.
Subsequently, the prof says, "Exactly, my boy."
You are now astonished by his
pleasant, quick agreement. He
now raises his invincible little
red pencil, marks through your
c and writes "D," while muttering to himself in his undiffusable
classroom monotone, ". . . to
lenient the first time . . . worse
than ..."
You make some pleasant unintelligible remark about the
dean or the head of the department and the odds against him
reducing that D to a F are one
thousand to one in your favor.
You have now established a
firm beach-head,prepared for a
counter attack because he may
call your bluff.
But because of the ridiculous
and immaterial nature of the assignment and because anything
less than total mutilation of the
subject enters into the realm of
odds against impossibility, you
now are in a position to question
the baffling mystery that has
plagued his many students low
these many years. "What do
the droodles in the margin mean,
prof?"

By BOB CLARK
We have been reading from an April-1939, edition o:
The Tiger which was published to commemorate "5(
years of distinguished service to South Carolina." This
of course, is referring to service by Clemson College.
The paper is filled with events which occurred h
the 50 year interim between the college's founding ir
1889 and its 50th anniversary in 1939.
Quite a bit has changed since 1939
probably even more so than that perio<
prior to this 50th anniversary edition
At this time in 1939 Burnet Maybanl
was governor of the state. The presi
dent's position here at Clemson was helc
by the distinguished and well-loved Dr
E. W. Sikes.
The headline heralded the erectior
of a "Band Stand and Arena" by thi
class of 1915. The amphitheatre, as we ,
commonly call it, was constructed by the class of '15 and
dedicated in 1940 during the class' reunion. The cost ol
construction was $10,000. How much would it cost tc
construct an edifice of the like today?
Within the contents of this extraordinarily large edition (28 pages, 3 sections) can be found amusing instances
which had happened in those memorable 50 years, pictures of distinguished visitors to the campus, articles
about alumni reunions, and many other interesting
stories.
We couldn't help but notice how much the paper
lends itself to the agricultural and military aspect of the
college. This is only natural, considering the status of
the college at that time.
The great change to engineering had not occurred
yet, nor had the abolishment of the military. Probably
neither of these was anticipated by the writers of that
paper.
It is interesting to note that their interest in sports
was probably as concentrated and as varied as ours today. A large picture of the great football team of 1900
(which, incidentally beat the University of South Carolina by a score of 51-0) is to be found.
A picture of one of Clemson's most prominent track
teams, that of 1923, also appears in this paper. One of
its members was the distinguishhed Judge Strom Thurmond.
Several buildings on Clemson's campus have been destroyed
by fire. Among these are the administration building which
was burned on May 22, 1894 and the Old Mechanical Hall which
burned on May 28, 1926.
The later was replaced by the present Riggs Hall, built shortly after the fire. The original structure was of wood, and its
architecture was contemporary with the period preceeding 1900.
A report of the first calamity at Clemson is included in the
paper, and an amusing one at that. The story goes that a group
of about 75 boys were standing on the gangway leading to the
guard room when it gave way crashing wood, boys and everything
else to the ground about 20 feet below.
Well, it seems that that wasn't the worst of it. A fellow
came running around the corner of First Barracks (which has
since been razed and replaced by "A" section in the new dorms)
at the time, and before he could stop he fell through the air,
where the gangway had stood, on top of a 300-pound boy's
stomach. The large boy had just fallen to the ground and lay
on top of the debris. This amusing episode occurred in 1893.
As we mentioned earlier, quite a bit has changed since 1939.
Clemson is practically a different institution. The abolishment
of the military system, the advent of a coeducational system, the
increased emphasis on engineering, liberal arts, architecture,
textiles, in addition to agriculture . . . the erection of a new
chemistry building, a new structural science building, the forthcoming chemical engineering building, and in the future . . . Who
knows?
We certainly hope that the future includes a new physics
building and new dormitories for boys and for girls.
Anyone who reads this 50th anniversary issue will realize
how much Clemson has changed and is changing. The fact that
Clemson's enrollment continually increases is evidence alone
of the growth of the college.
In this edition, the question "What will Clemson be like 50
years from today?" was asked some of the leading men on campus. One person responded, "Bigger and better with campus
buildings from Seneca to Pendleton." This doesn't seem unprobable, considering the present rate of expansion here on
campus.
Another amusing answer came to this query, "I expect it to
be co-educational with an ALL-GIRL BRIGADE. Well, he was
half-right, wasn't he? Anyone who is interested in seeing this
edition of The Tiger is welcome to come up to The Tiger office
and look at it. It will be well worth the time.

Talk Of The Town

Easter Season Is Time For Worship
By TOM ANDERSON III
Perhaps the main topic on my
mind these days is the Easter
season. The holiday it brings is
indeed a welcome relief to toiling students, faculty members,
etc. and maybe too many of us
regard it only in that vein—as
a breaking
point, a resthaven between halves
of a contest
known as
second
semester.
In the larger sense,
however it is
much more
than that; in
truth, is is a
period of worship and reinvigoration of our belief and faith as
the whole of Christendom continues the search for world concert and peace of troubled mind.
Rather than devote this entire
column to Easter-time, I have
written a little story about Easter which you might enjoy; it
appears elsewhere within this
paper.
As for this column, perhaps we
should consider a few of the sundry issues, some of which appear
to be very trivial, that are now
the vogue about our fair campus.
On second thought, maybe we
should choose only one question
—the current feud over grades,
grading systems, and the aspects
of college courses in general.
Solution To Grades Offered
The word - apathy - infers
listlessness, passiveness, unmoved, etc. It can be safely stated,
I sincerely feel, that in the im-

mediate past the general populace of our institution has exhibited an apathetic attitude as
far as our grading system is concerned.
Gripes and complaints occurred, of course, but these petty
and individual revolts came during coffee-breaks, dorm jam sessions and the like; no major rebellion was forthcoming.
My distinguished colleague and
friend, Mr. Timothy Trively, removed this hardened crust of
apathy some time ago with an
eloquent and well-founded dissertation questioning the fairness
of the present grading set-up.
This nice bit of writing, which
began as a one-man crusade,
has stirred the sleeping troops
and has created quite a controversy on this campus.
Such controversy causes
thought and reason, hence making one exercise one's mind; such
controversy is therefore good for
an institution in this way . . .
and perhaps in other ways if
favorable alteration is the end
result.
An expected rebuttal of Trively's assault soared noisily into
the scene when The Tiger came
off the press last week. Mr. Tuttleton presents a well organized
letter with many well-founded
arguments; he offers up a few irrelevant phrases that should
have been omitted, but by and
large, his ideas are well-received
by the thinking element of the
student body.
Such is the nature of a good
argument. Who knows the answer? The NAACP knows the answer to the segregation issue . . .
but so does the KKK and the
White Citizens' Council. Khrushchev holds the perfect solution

to the Berlin Crisis . . . but Ike
and the peoples of the free world
have different ideas.
So we have a minor controversy on our hands. I say 'minor'
because I question the importance of grades. But they are
necessary, you say? Of course
they are, but how important are
they? A few years from now
what will they mean . . . ? The
measure of a man certainly isn't
determined wholly by the grades
he earns during his college career.
I do not profess to have the
answer to this feud ... I only
enter these ideas for contemplation purposes. A referendum
would not supply a solid, credible
determining factor because I fear
we have too many students on
campus who are constantly
searching for the easiest exit. So
who has the solution . . . Trively?
. . . Tuttleton? ... the faculty

... or the students. Status quo
is the best solution I can dream
up.
Back to the importance of
grades—I am a firm believer in
the adage - "A man reaps exactly what he sows, no more and
no less." In the long run this
may be termed a very truthful
axiom.
So it is up to the individual. . .
the person who possesses average
intelligence and has a driving desire to graduate cum laude will,
in all probability, do so. But the
guy with the same intelligence
who finished with the masses has
an equal chance in life . . . that
is a proven fact.
From where I sit, I can see no
value within grading per se except as a partially accurate estimation of book sense; and common sense is a far more desirable
trait. Grades just don't seem
terribly important to this writer.

But controversy: controversy
causes thought and thought in
turn produces learning and
learning is the root of this argument which now rages on the
campus. Get the connection?
Target Has Been Physics Dept.
Our Physics Department has
been the target of several adverse
remarks which have appeared
publicly in recent weeks. Admittedly, this writer failed Physics 211 but cannot see the purpose of certain individuals' negative feeling toward the Physics
personnel.
As far as I can see, the Physics Department has as good an
all-round staff as any department on campus ... I fear that
these destructive criticisms stem
entirely from personal feelings.
And I'm out of Physics so don't
think I'm trying to get points
over there.
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East Campus Apartments Being Occupied

MARTY AND HAROLD

By Bill Warren

LMJ

East Campus Apartments just off the Anderson Highway within the Clemson City Limits
are being occupied at present. The top photo
shows the two-apartment units from the outside, while the bottom shows the Mac McCa-

han apartment with Mac and his wife enjoying
the comforts. Only trouble at present are the
muddy roads, soon to be surfaced. (Tiger photos by Alex McCormack.)

Married Students Express
Views On New Apartments
By JOHN SNAVELY
Tiger Feature Writer
The new east campus apartments for married students are
located one-half mile east of the
Administration Building (Tillman
Hall) and parallel to the Anderson
Highway. All apartments are on
ground level.
The exterior walls are constructed of brick, and the interior walls
are concrete block painted various
colors. Floors, except in the bathrooms, are asphalt tile on concrete.
Ceramic tile is installed on the
floors and wainscoating in bathrooms.
Among the first occupants of
these apartments were Alan R.
"Mac" McCahan, a junior Industrial Management student from
Charleston, and his wife, Lynn
The Tiger obtained an interview
with Mac to find out how he and
Lynn liked their new apartment.
Appliances Furnished
Mas was first questioned about
the equipment furnished in the
apartment. He stated that the College had furnished the home with
curtain rods, Venetian blinds, a
television and phone conduit.
Mac added that the college had
equipped the apartment with an
eight cubic foot refrigerator, a
four burner electric stove, a thirty
gallon gas-fired hot water heater
and gas-fired circulating heater.
He also brought out the fact
that stoves and refrigerators were
not furnished in the pre-fab and
Littlejohn apartments, and he
advised that anyone comparing
rental rates in the respective
married student housing projects
should take the added cost of the
appliances into consideration.
Mac also informed The Tiger
that gas heating cost in the new
east campus apartments was lower
than the oil heating cost in a prefab or littlejohn.
Upon being asked if the gas
heating system in the east campus
apartments was adequate to heat
the apartment, Mac replied that

it was. He also added that the playing around the apartments.
heating unit did not detract from
Mac wished to thank various
the looks of the apartment.
members in the Comptroller's office for the wonderful assistance
Contain Safety Features
and service that they have renderMac was questioned as to the ed to married students who are
amount of closet space in the new now living in the new east campus
apartment. He answered that all apartments.
closets were quite large and mentioned at this time that the house
contained many safety features.
The safety feature that most im(Continued from Page 1)
pressed him was the special lock
on all room doors. Mac explained characters since Mr. Nicely Nicely
that if a child accidentally locked in Guys and Dolls.
The big buck mobster is one
himself in a room, all one had to
do was insert a coin in the slot in Eddie Schellenbach (Bob Washthe outside door handle to unlock ington). "Stinky" and Joe" are
played by Jerry Walters and Don
the door.
When asked about the condition Benz, a fine piece of casting if
of the yard, he replied that the ever we saw one.

VickersChoosesClemson Because Of 'FriendlyAtmosphere';
Has Participated in Various Activities-Politics, Athletics
By TIM TRIVELY
Tiger Associate Editor
"The friendly atmosphere about
the college is the main reason why
I came to Clemson." Tony Vickers
has served during his four years
here in many extra-curricular activities, which include politics,
athletics and service group endeav• • • * •
••*

ors. His major is one of the newly-created departments of the college, Industrial Management.
Attended Military School
He attended Greenbriar Military
School, Louisburg, Va., and hails
from Durham, N. C. "I wouldn't
be any happier anywhere else in
college, even though I come from
•

*•

Campus Character

LITTLE

yard had been covered with rich
topsoil and that grass had been
planted. He also stated that
cement sidewalks had been placed
in the front and in rear of the
apartments.

These three provide the funniest
bits of the whole play. The fourth?
Mrs. Schellenbach (Sue Dunkle)
Eddie's mother. She beats him
with a handbag, a bit we approve
of.

Signs Needed
This interviewer asked Mac if
he knew of anything that he and his
wife needed or that others in the
project needed. He and Lynn expressed the desire to have speedlimit signs placed in the project
area.
He added that this was very
necessary due to many children

But enough of this. Suffice it
to say that the marines land,
the reputation of the great
American mother is preserved
and everyone goes home happy.

The Orange Bowl in Miami is
one of the highlights that Tony
pointed out as among the outstanding events of that year: Colorado
27-Clemson 21. Lionel Hampton
was here that year and Tony commented, "Hampton is fabulous. I
don't think he has changed a bit.
He'll probably be the same fifty
years from now, too."
Initiated Into Blue Key
His junior year, he was elected,
for the third straight year, to a
class position, secretary. He became a member of Junior C.D.A.,
Blue Key and Block "C." As a
member of Junior C.D.A. he had
no special job; each member works
with a separate senior member for
the five dances of the school year.
Maltby's "strageaphone" was
the highlight of his concerts. "He
really played terrific dance music,
to." Tony served as alumni chairman for Blue Key.
His initiation into Block "C"
was the first taste of the old
Clemson which Tony received.
"I wouldn't take anything for it
now, but I sure wouldn't go

through it again for anything in
the world."
Commenting on Tigerama, which
had its beginning that year, Tony
said, "Tigerama, as a complete
production, on the whole is very
good. It is young and like anything young it will grow into a
more polished production and subsequently become a tremendous
credit to Clemson and her students."
Clemson-Vandy Game Tops
Tony cited the Clemson Vanderbuilt game this year as "the most
sensational game." (Clemson 12Vandy 7) Also ranking among the
top games he has watched was the
North Carolina game this year.
(Clemson 26-U.N.C.-21.)
This year Tony was elected head
cheerleader. "It is a tough position. It's rough trying to keep
everybody happy."
He is enrolled in the Army flight
(Continued on Page 8)

GetWILDROOT
CREAM-OIL Charlie!

Contact

Textile Warehouse Co., Inc.
Agent Of Allied Van Lines, Inc.
LOCATED AT 511-17 RHETT ST.
Greenville, S. C.
TONY VICKERS

By JUDY DeLOACH
Tiger Staff Writer
Rules and procedures governing the annual competition for the Trustees' Medal have been announced by Dr.
J. C. Green. This competition, sponsored by the English
Department, is held annually during the second semester
prior to Honors Day.

in charge of competition or any
instructor of English 301.
Dr. Green further emphasized
that these entry blanks must be
turned in on or before April 13.
Preliminary competition will be on
Apr. 20 and final competition in
the Chemistry Auditorium will be
on Apr. 27.
Any full-time undergraduate
student above freshman level is
eligible to compete. Dr. Green
said that judges for the preiimin
ary competition will be members
of the English faculty. Judges for
the window may make one think final competition will be chosen
By RTJSS CAMPBELL
that it will never get hot again, from • outside the department.
Tiger Feature Writer
Names of these judges have not yet
It's getting to the point where the Farmer's Almanac assures us
been announced.
it
will.
the word "cool" has more differThe rules for competition are
ent meanings than the Prof, has
PJn Stripes Big News
lectures. To the Jazzman, it Light-weight-wash-and-wear pin as follows:
means a special kind of pleasing stripes are the big news in shirt
1. The speech must not exceed
beat. The weatherman views it wear. With that blue suit, select 10 minutes in duration.
in still another light. But, the a blue and white pin stripe shirt,
2. The speech may be on any
style experts give it a new dimen- with tab collar. The girls still fav- subject which the speaker consion. It is the new lightweight or the neatness of a tab collar, so siders appropriate.
mode of living.
why not take advantage of a good
3. The speech must be an origiTrue enough, there is no longer thing? They give a nice trim look,
nal composition and must not
reason to sweat out the summers and do a lot to bring a giraffe
have been used, either partially
just because you are male. Science neck down to a better length.
or entirely, in any previous pubhas finally taken pity on us and,
lication.
Incidentally,
good
grooming
thanks to a whole new raft of fab4. The speech will be judged
plays
a
most
important
part
in
rics and weaves, we can feel as
on this basis:
cool and comfortable as the gals. the style picture. We found a useful item the other day—a piece
1. Composition (content,
Here's how the "cool" look
of furniture called a Valet.
organization, logic, clarity, and
shapes up for spring according
It has a built-in hanger for your appropriateness) 30%.
to the Arrow Style Clinic. The
textured look is news to suits; jacket and a press for your pants.
2. Delivery
(effectiveness,
the raw silks and slubbed fab- You just hang your pants over the force, enthusiasm) 25%.
rics combine the elegance and bar, close it, and the next morning
3. Voice (modulation, enunciacasualness to conform to any you have a new press. It not only tion, pronunciation) 25%.
keeps a good crease in your pants,
occasion.
4. Manner (ease, poise, nabut it cuts down on tailor bills.
And comfortable!
turalness) 20%.
There is also a tray on top for
Even though they are well tailAny students may attend the
ored,-they weigh practically noth- keys, change, and other goodies
ing ... a real blessing on a hot you might have in your pocket. final competition. The winner
will be announced at Honors Day. I
day. And although one look out Quite a toy.

sophomore
year
that "Tiger
Brotherhood" tapped him for
membership.

FOR YOUR MOVING PROBLEMS
Both Local And Long Distance

Take a few minutes—actually
about two hours—and go see this
We think you'll like it. Its a somewhat farcical comedy, in case we
didn't make the point before this.

Trustees' Medal Rules
Announced By Green

*■¥■***

a section of the country which has
four of the greatest colleges in the
nation." (Duke, North Carolina,
N. C. State and Wake Forest).
His freshman year, Tony was
elected by class election to one of
the class representative positions.
It was during his service in this
capacity that he and Preston
Stokes, '58, set up the data sheet
point evaluation system of the different positions occupied by the
students of Clemson.
Tony and Preston worked under
the direction of Gregg Hughes, who
is with the College Placement Bureau on the Student Center.
He joined the Numeral Society, tried out for a cheerleading position and played on the
freshman tennis team. He later,
as a senior, rose to the position
of head cheerleader. During his
four years in a cheerleading
position, Tony thought "it gave
me the feeling of belonging and
that I was a part of that school
and of the spirit that is Clemson, win-lose, on or off the playing field."
For the second year in succession
Tony was elected to serve his class.
This time in the capacity of class
treasurer. It was also during his

Ph. CE 3-8371

LUCRETIA BORGIA, hostess, says
" Wildroot really does something for*
man's poisonality!"
Just a little Mr
ot Wildroot fjty
and...WOWl

More men in high places smoke Camels than
any other cigarette today. For the 10th
straight year, America's real cigarette
outsells every other —every filter, every
king-size, every regular. The Camel blend
of costly tobaccos has never been equalled
for rich flavor and easygoing mildness.
Today as always, the best tobacco makes
the best smokes

The Trustees' Medal is given
each year to the best speaker in
the student body. According to
Dr. Green, rules and entry blanks
may be secured from representatives of the English department

In The Collegiate Fashion '

Style Experts Give Newest
Dimensions To Word 'Cool'

Climb above fads and fancy stuff.. •

Have a real
cigarettehave a CAMEL

' Oh-oh! There goes our last pack of Camels!'
8. 3. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Sales), H. O.
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Orange Meets White Saturday

Footballers Prep For Annual Block "C" Game

Tig Units Set For Game;
IPTAY Banquet To Follow
By RICHARD SHICK
Tiger Sports Editor

WHAT CONSTITUTES A CLEMSON TEAM?

By JOE DEMPSET
Tiger Sports Writer
This Saturday at 3 p.m. Clemson fans will get their first look at
the 1959 edition of the Tiger football squad when the "Orange"
and "White" units take to the
field in Memorial Stadium in the
annual Block "C" intrasquad
game. Admission will be $.49 for
students and S1.25 for adults.
The game is one of three im-

portant events which will be held
on the campus this Saturday.
There will be a barbecue sponsored by the Block and Bridle
Club at 12 noon, and at 7:30 p.m.
the first annual IPTAY jamboree
will be held.
Units Divided
Coach Frank Howard has divided his team into the "Orange"
unit, which includes the first,
fourth and fifth teams, and the

Win, and the whole world is behind you; lose, and you
find yourself without a single fan to cheer you on. This
is the slogan of the majority of college and university students. "We want to see a team that can win, not one
that loses all the time." If they can not play any better
get a new coach, or even better, a whole new team."
But what is the true value of a college athletic
By TOM GLENN
team? Is it existing only so that it may win games
Tiger Sports Writer
and please the student body and the alumni? Is it to
Probably no other athlete in the history of Clemson
bring special honors to those who participate on the
College has trained as conscientiously as has John Dunvarious teams? Is it to bring honor to the school?
keiberg. John, who begins his second year as a varsity
We shall first give some answers for the question on tracksman, not only limits his activities to the regular
pleasing the student body and alumni and winning games. track season, but also participates in cross-country and
This is definitely not the main purpose of an athletic team, indoor track.
although many base their ability to find time to take in According to Dunkeiberg, only
Sets Two Records
athletic events on this belief. How many times has there constant and consistent practice Last year "Dunk" set two new
records in the 440 and 880
been a game lost on one play. Without luck no team could will improve a runner. "Some- school
with amazing times of :48 and 1.54
win, even the best will admit this truth.
times weeks and weeks of training respectively. He also placed secAnd the best fan will tell you that he does not go to only cut a tenth of a second off ond in the state 440 and 880 and
ran a lap on the winning mile resee his team win, but rather to see his team play and to my time," John said.
lay team.
show to them that he is behind them. Before we finish "Another reason for year-round
When asked about the chances
on this subject we should make the statement that one practice is that all the opponents of the Clemson track team for
that I worry about also train
goes to see his team play and to back them only if they twelve months," Dunkeiberg stat- this spring, John replied that he
thought the team contained very
are playing to win. It does not matter to the true fan ed.
good potential and could have
whether his team wins, loses or draws, but they must
Active In High School
a quite successful season with a
lot of hard work and effort.
have their whole heart on winning and doing their best.
John was very active in high
"We lost a couple of good men
Although athletics may bring many honors to sever- school athletics. While at Danlast year, but we should be about
iels
High
here
at
Clemson,
he
al of their participants, this is not a valid reason for an
as strong this year," commented
athletic team. Even the greatest athlete is humble when played football and ran track. Dunkeiberg.
In the state high school track
As for opposition this season,
he receives recognition for his ability and usually says meet in Columbia, he set records
John thinks that the South Carothat it would not have been possible for him to do such in the 440, 880 and mile runs.
lina Gamecocks will be the toughwithout the help of his teammates. Although there may When John entered Clemson in est in the state and Maryland or
be exceptions to this rule, we have not yet come across 1956, he quickly made himself North Carolina in the conference.
known on the track. As a freshJohn, whose father teaches in
any up to the present time.
man, he placed first in the 440 and
agricultural department at
This now brings us to the last question—is its 880 events at the state freshman the
Clemson, is majoring in agriculpurpose to bring honor to the school? Herein lies meet at Presbyterian College.
tural engineering.
• * * * *
the basis of a true college team. But what kind of
*****
******
honor—definitely not that found in winning a game
because a game can be won by "dirty" tactics.
But rather the answer to the latter question is respect. A team brings honor to a school when they
win the respect of those whom they play before. Take
Clemson football, for example. They did not win the
Sugar Bowl this past New Year's Day, hut they did
win the respect of the millions that they played before. This is honor—the basis of a college athletic
team.
Now that we have established a basis for the value of
an athletic team, we shall continue our thoughts on the
opening paragraph. As before there is an exception to the
rule—there is one college that we know of that supports
their team, win, lose or draw—that being Clemson.
Clemson has long been noted for having the spirit
that others long for and may obtain but never surpass.
Clemson men throughout football season turned out in
numbers to cheer their team, even in the team's darkest
moments.
Basketball season came along, and even with a team:
that found winning a hard problem in one of the tough-1
est conferences in the nation, they nevertheless were never
without the support of Clemson men. As one of the basketball players said to us one day, "I have never seen or
heard of a student body such as Clemson. Even though
we do not win, they still never leave us out in the cold
without some one to cheer for us."
Now that Spring is approaching rather rapidly, it
behooves Clemson men to carry on this tradition of hav-'
ing the "spirit that will never be surpassed." A sunny [ Junior track star John Dunkeiberg believes in the old adage that
practice pays off as last weekend he set a new indoor ACC recafternoon should be enough to draw anyone to the out-j ord in the 660. John also holds the school record the 440 which
of-doors; and what would be a more pleasing way to spend i he has run in times of 48, 47.7
and 47.3. This year he will be
it than at the baseball diamond, track field, golf course or j shooting to break this record
besides running in the 880 and
tennis court watching a Tiger team.
Get WILDR00T
possibly the mile. (Tiger sports
May Clemson always stand for the best
photo by Jerry Stafford.)

Consistent Training Pays
Off For John Dunkeiberg

Practice Key Dunkeiberg

"White" unit, which includes the
second, third and sixth teams.
The probable starting lineup for
the "Orange" team with their
numbers in parenthesis, has Sam
Anderson (85) at right end, Jack
Smith (71) at right tackle, Dave
Lynn (65) at right guard, Paul
Synder (54) at center, Bob DeBardelaben (86) at left end, Lou
Cordileone (74) at left tackle, Bob
Wagner (61) at left guard, Harvey
White (19) at quarterback. "Pogo"
Usry (20) at right halfback, Bill
Mathis (47) at left halfback and
Doug Cline (37) at fullback.
The likely starters for the
"White" team include at left end
Gary Barnes (82), at left tackle
will be Jimmy King (73), Sam
Crout (69) at left guard, Ron Andreo (51) at center, Ed Bost (89)
at right end, and Ronnie Osborne
(75) at right tackle. Also Ronnie
Grace (60) at right guard, Lowndes Shingler (12) at quarterback,
Jim Wilson (21) at right halfback,
Bob Chatlin (49) at left halfback
and Ron Scrudato (30) . at fullback.
All-Out Game
Fans can look for an all-out
game as the new players will be
scrapping to prove themselves and
the veterans will be out to keep
their positions. Both quarterbacks will probably give a good
passing demonstration, and it will
be no surprise to see some new
formations tried.
Many of the boys will be playing their first ball with the Tigers, and these boys are being
counted on heavily by Coach
Howard in the 1959 season.
Among the new faces to watch
will be backs Jim Wilson and
Ron Scrudato and guard Ronnie Grace. Wilson and Scrudato
are sophomores up from last
year's strong- freshman team,
and Grace is a returnee who saw
service with the 1955 frosh.
Injuries have been frequent
during spring practice, and many
players will have to sit out the
game. Among those injured are
Doug Daigneault,
Bob "Tom
Thumb" Morgan, Harold Olson,
Sonny Quesenberry, Jack Webb
and Dave Olson.
All of these players are expected
to be on hand for the 1959 season,
but they will not see action Saturday.
This year's spring practice has
been described as "good" by the
coaches. The boys have shown
spirit and desire, and have
(Continued on Page 8)

It will be Tigers against Tigers this Saturday
as the annual Block "C" benefit game between
two evenly matched teams from next year's edition of the Clemson Tigers will engage in some
hand to hand combat. This will be a preview

Golfers Open Season Wednesday
Against Terriers At Boscobel Lake
By KEX SKEWS
Tiger Sports Writer
"Fore, fore," will be the cry, as
flying golf balls will be in the air
here Wed. when the Clemson Tigers meet the Wofford Terriers to
begin their season of regularly
scheduled play.
Clemson will be sporting three
returning lettermen this season;
Mac Long, Toddy Crittenden and
Burnham Uhler. Bob Moser, new
to the Tiger golf squad this season, will be added to these three
lettermen to make up the top four
golfers.
The two remaining positions will
go to two of the following men:
Johnny Murray, Lonny Darden,
Buddy Grant, or Edward George.
Last season Clemson defeated
the Terriers 20-7.
Wofford lost
their number one golfer and captain, Jimmy Flemming, by graduation and will be relying on a
freshman star who is running number one position this year.

par scores in their pre-season
drills.
On April 6 the Tiger golfers will
play a match with Furman at the
newly constructed Green Valley
Country Club in Greenville. Since
the Tigers have never played on
this course they will journey to
Greenville Mar. 30 to play a practice round.
The match with Furman will begin the Tiger's rough work. The
Paladins are boasting Heyward
Sullivan. He was acclaimed the
best player in the Southern Conference and was the state collegiate champion last season.
ACC Rugged
The Competition this season will
be rugged in the ACC. According
to a golf magazine published this
past summer, the ACC is one of
the fastest conferences in the U.
S.
Wake Forest is the defending
champs.
Maryland has Deane

Uhler Looks Ahead
Uhler says, "we feel like we will
have as good, if not better, season than last year. It all depends
on how everyone shapes up, particularly the last two men."
The Clemson golf team has been
practicing regularly for the last
month and everyone has started
playing better golf. Both Long
and Uhler have turned in close to

N. Main St.

English: SLOW-WITTED BASEBALL PLAYER
Thinkiish translation: The guys who patrol the fences on this man's
team include a slugger {doutfielder), a braggart (shoutfielder) and a
sorehead (poutfielder)— reading from left field to right. The clod in
question—a loutfielder—rarely breaks into the line-up. He thinks
RBI is the second line of an eye chart. But he's no doubtfielder when
it comes to smoking. He goes all out for the honest taste of fine
tobacco ... the unforgettable taste of a Lucky Strike!

HOW TO
MAKE *25
Take a word—institution, for example;
With it, you can make an aquarium
(finstitution), a bowling alley {pinstitution), a fireworks factory (dinstitution)
or a saloon (ginstitution). That's Thinkiish—and it's that easy! We're paying
$25 for the Thinkiish words judged best
—your check's itching to go! Send your
words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt.
Vernon, N.Y. Enclose your name, address, university and class.

9li'sh: p

OL;Ce

of Capt. Carmichael and Sgt. Anderson, the Clemson rifle team
looks forward to the state championship. To win the State m^et
it is certain that a team will

STATE

have to score between 1400 and j. pAut SHEEDY,* hair expert, »yW
Itwo proceeding
"T ^
°r0ken 14°° °C :"Wadrootume.thoWcowlS»ry
occasions.
i. X. T.

Several phenominal scores have
been recorded for the standing
position. Dye scored 96 out of
a possible 100 against North
Georgia and Bails scored 95
against Davidson.

Anderson, S. C.

THlNKUSH
Sn

The Clemson rifle team has two
remaining matches this season
with Tennessee and South Carolina.
Thus far this season the Tigers
stands undefeated in eleven starts.
In their last four matches the
Clemson rifle team has excelled.
They defeated Davidson 1361-1401;
Presbyterian 1355-lo98:
Wofford
1317-1386 and North Georgia 13941397.
Against North Georgia, Bob
Corn, freshman teamster, saved the Tigers from near defeat.
With the North Georgia score
set at 1394 and the Tigers under that, Corn in the final order came through to end the
match and clinch ihe victorv
by scoring 271 points.
Number one on the team is DaTid Dye who has a yearly average
of 284. In the number two slot is
Ralph Cunningham with 281, and
Jerry Bailes is third with 277.
These three men are the workhorses on the team and the most
consistent scorers.
There is a three way tie
for fourth place in team average.
Sharing die honors are Marvin
Spearman, Randolph Wiflingharo
and Thomas Boseman. All three
men have an average of 271 point*.
Fifth position belongs to George
Muchenfuss; sixth to Oliver Dow-

Place Undetermined
The location and date of the
State championship has not been
decided yet. In the past it has
been held at the Hampton Country Club in Hampton. This grand
event was sponsored as a me(Continued on Page 5)

"MEMBER OF CLEMSON IPTAY"

Rifle Team Undefeated Through 11
Matches; Only Two Matches Remain
ling; seventh to Carl Parton; eighth to William Leaptrott; ninth to
William Corn and tenth goes to
Roy Traylor.
The Rifle Men will lose only
Cunningham by graduation.
Cunningham is second on the
team and will be of considerable
loss. There are five freshman in
the top ten; Muckenfuss, Dowling, Leaptrott, Corn and Traylor. So this should strengthen
the team next year.
The Rifle Team should not be
considered a function, or in any
way connected with the current
ROTC program here at Clemson;
for there are men on the squad
that are not even enrolled
in
ROTC. At some Military Colleges,
such as the Citadel, rifle teams
are enclosed in the curriculum.
Under the excellent leadership

Beman, who was among the eight
top amateur golfers representing
the U. S. in the Walker Cup against
Great Britian, will be back this
season.
The ACC has produced such
greats as: Harvey Ward of UNC
who was twice U.S.G.A. champion
and National Collegiate champ;
nationally famous Arnold Palmer
who played his college golf at
Wake Forest and is the present
Masters Champion.
Art Wall who played at Duke
was the leading money winner in
the P.G.A. tour this year, and also of Duke, Mike Souchak, who
has gained outstanding professional honors.

JAX HOT SHOPPE Cr
HOT SHOPPE RESTAURANT

CREAM-OIL Charlie!

By KEN SKEWS
Tiger Sports Writer

of what's to come next year. The game will
start at 3 p.m. and admission will be 49c for
students and $1.20 for adults. (Tiger sporti
photo by Alex McConnack).

JustalittltMof Wildroof
and...WOW!

Get the genuine article
Tn-nklisb: COP1TALISM
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" '* °4NCINS STEED

L C. Martin Drug Company

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
FngHsh: STINGING VEIN

English: COED BULL SESSION
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Tigs Play The Citadel Monday In Opener
Cadet Coach Looks
Forward To Upset
By BOB BURNS
Tiger Assistant Sports Editor
Baseball season will get Its start
londay on the Tigers new home
eld as what poses to be damn's best team ever opens its
)59 season against The Citadel.
' he game which was originally an;.uiriced to be played in Charles-n was rescheduled for Tigertown
the request of Citadel Coach
^ack Erwin.
Only Two Missing
The Bengal nine will be ready
d waiting for the upset minded
' ulldogs with practically the same
. am that won the Atlantic Coasi
-nference and District
Three
hampionships. Only two
men
graduated from the 58' squad thus
Isaving the greatest potential ever
for a Tig season.
But Citadel Coach Mack Erwin
has failed to let previous performance of the Tigers scare either
him or his Bulldog team. In 'act.
Irwin has predicted The Citadel's
..est season will come this year
: nd he expects to tally a 21-5 mark
with upsets including Clemson.

:

From his preseason outlook
Erwin was quoted in a Charleston newspaper, "Clemson
has several lefties in their lineup and when Tyron Cline is
playing, it'll have eight. . , but
we had the Tigers on the ropes
before losing to them last year
... .the only team we'd rather beat than Wofford. . .We
owe them something and we'll
win the one game we
play
against them"

Counts On VVm
Clemson coach Bill Wilhelm
sitated at first to comment on
rwin's prediction but later told
■is author, "When I told you paisr this year that we would win
. ?tween 15 and 20 games this sea>n I had not counted on losing
3 The Citadel. Today. I'm still
not counting on losing to The Citadel."
Clemson met the Citadel twice
last year winning both encounters.
' At Charleston the first game the
Bulldogs held the Tigs to a 4-4
deadlock before Doug Hoffman
belted a 375 footer in the 11th inling to give Clemson a 5-4 victory.
Citadel's hopes of
revenge
were obliterated in their visit
to Tigertown the following
week as the Tigers had a field
day with a 23-9 rout ol the cadets.

Bandits Take 'Mural
Championship With
Exciting 79-74 Win
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A Little Bunting Practice May Win Number One

Varsity Netmen Open Season Today
Against Wake Forest On New Courts
Clemson's varsity tennis team will take on Wake Forest at 2 p.m. today in their
first meet of the 1959 season Tomorrow they will travel to P. C. and on Monday and
Tuesday will encounter Vir, nnia Tech and The Citadel at Furman.

As for the Citadel team Coach
Wilhelm stated, "They have
a
good looking ball club, are well
coached and a fine auriob of hustlers. They should win about two
thirds of their games this season
and will be one of the top teams
in the Southern Conference."

The Tig netters will be out to
avenge a 5-4 loss suffered from
the Deacons last year. Currently
the potential on the team is the
best ever for a Clemson racketeer
team. New coach Leslie Longshore is expecting a good season.
Sonny Sumner and Mohammed Nasim will be holding the
first two spots followed by Bob
Burns and William Cooper at
three and four. Rounding out
the squad will be (5) Lanier Bryant, (6) Jack Weir, and (7)
John Knutt.

Better This fear
Last year they did not have two
many impressive performers but
did have a good little right handed pitcher named Almes who carried the Tigs to eleven innings. He
did not pitch in the second game
as he was to be counted upon for
the following game of the road
trip. Dick Jones will carry the
weight of the outfield.

P. C. To Be Tough
Presbyterian will be one of the
toughest teams that the Bengals
have ever been pitted against.
They will be led by two nationally
ranking -players, Harry Hoffman
Jr. and Jim Shakespear. Also included in the lineup will be a
flashy freshman Tom Elliot and
Belton's Bobby Daniel, a strong
baseliner.
Little Is known about Virginia
I Tech as it will be the first time
I the Tigs have ever been pitted
against the group. However, the
finishing of the baseball diamond was complet- Citadel should afford plenty of
ed on time and all home games will be played in talent.
Tigertown. (Tiger sports photo by Alex McBack from the Bulldog team
Cormack).
that was able to down the Tig-

Clemson's tentative lineup is
set for its opening encounter.
Catcher will be Butch Coker,
1st base — Fred De Berry,
2nd base — Zack Burdette,
shortstop — Larry Bagwell.
3rd base — either Dick Suggs
or Tim Bryant, left field —
Suggs or Reid Blakeney, Center field — Doug Hoftman, and
right field — Bailey Henley.

The pitcher for the opening tilt
Clemson's baseballers will open their season
has yet to be announced although next Thursday when they tackle the University
Coach Wilhelm claimed. "It will of Massachusetts at 3 p.m. here at Clemson.
not be Stowe." Stowe has been The Tigers will be defending champs in both
sick for ten days with flu and the ACC and District Three this year. The rewill not be at top strength. Howover Wilhelm included that "We man, Bagwell, DeBerry, Henley
will use at least three pitchers should be over the 200 mark.
Suggs is expected to be consistent
during the Citadel game."
also."
"We will be doing a lot ot
On Thursday the Tigers will
experimenting in these
first
take on their second opponent
nonconference games. We want
of the season against the Unito give everyone a chance. The
versity of Massachusetts, a
outcome of our season will deBy LOU CHRISTENBURY
Yankee conference team. The
pend a lot on Henley and TyTiger Sports Writer
Yankee
conference
is
composed
ron Cline. They are two, if not
of
six
New
England
universiThe Clemson track team will
the two best players in the
ties and is the only conference
conference."
open their outdoor season against
playing in New England under
Wake Forest, here Mar. 25.
Voted to ACC Team
the NCAA.
Mar. 29 and 30 the team will
Massachusettes finished third
Henley was voted on the ACC's
be basking in the sun of Gainessecond team last year along with in their conference last season and ville, Fla., as they attend the
making the District Three's sec won the title in 1957. Their team Florida Relays. Walt Tyler will
ond team. Cline, a sophomore, does not pose to be \ery strong run the two mile, Bob Erwin the
played ball with a semi-pro team for the present year. The biggest 100 yd. dash and Bill Mathis will
mound throw the javelin. The sprint
in Nova Scotia last summer and drawback comes on the
shared quite a successful season. as their top returnee will be Ger- medley relay team will be comHe batted well over the 300 mark ry Glenn who finished with a 2-5 posed of Bob Erwin on the 440,
and was voted the most valuable record last season.
Wilber Simmons and Al Cory
player. Cline pitched and
also
Nine more games will follow in on the two 220's and John Dunplayed first base.
the next two weeks, part of which kelberg running the final two
Coach Wilhelm also claims the will include the Easter holidays. laps.
Tig hitting looks better this year On Mar. 27 the Tigs tackle VirTravel To UNC
even with the loss of powerman ginia, Mar. 28 — Maryland, Mar.
Bud Spiers. "Burnefcte will
hit 30 — Georgia, Mar. 31 — Adelphi
The thinclads will invade Chasome 20 to 30 points better. Hoff(Continued on Page 7)
pel Hill April 4 to oppose the

Outdoor Track Season Opens Here
Wednesday Against Wake Forest

Bandits Celebrate Winning Of Basketball Title

who tied the old Conference recUniversity of North Carolina.
This should prove to be the
toughest meet of the season. The
Tar Heels boast two of the nations' finest track men. They are
two miler, Wayne Bishop and
Dave Scurlock who runs the 440
and the 880. Both are well-rounded teams and placed second in
the ACC Indoor meet. Last year
Clemson beat them by a slim
three points.
Clemson's trackmen
placed
fifth in the ACC Indoor Games at
Chapel Hill Sat. night; a meet
that saw five loop records broken and two tied as defending
champions, Maryland, triumphed
again.
Collecting five of the Tiger's
9 points was John Dunkelberg,
FP

2-3-59

ord of 1:12.7 for the 660 yard
run.
Tyler Stars
Walt Tyler ran the fastest two
miles of his career when he ran
the 20 lap race in 9:46 to place
second. This time is under the
college outdoor record.
Bob Erwin scored with a fourth
in the 60 yd. dash. He ran this in
6.4 seconds, only .1 second slower than the leader and conference record.

ers last year will be number one
man, Jack Sterling of Greenville, and number two man
Monty Crook.
Play Three Straight
Following the holidays the netmen will have their hands full on
three consecutive days. On April
1, 2, and 3rd the Tigs will meet
Harvard, Furman, and Kalamazoo.
Harvard will probably be the
strongest team the Tigers will play
this year. Along with P. C. and
North Carolina, Harvard should
be one of the top collegiate teams
in the nation.
Furman should not be a very
strong opponent as they have

Challenge matches got underwaj
during the past week and will continue throughout the season. In
the feature event Sumner defeated
Nasim in a close 6-4, 4-6, 6-2 affair.
Other matches include:
Burns def. Cooper 6-1, 6-1; Cooper
def. Bryant 6-2, 6-4; Bryant def.
Knutt 6-3, 6-4; and Weir def.
Knutt 6-3, 6-1.

Follow The Tigers
BASEBALL
Mar. 23—The Citadel
26—Massachusetts
27—Virginia
28—Maryland
30—Georgia
31—Adelphi of New York ._
Apr.

Here
Here
Here
Here
Athens, Ga.
Here
Here
Here
Greenville
Here
Here

1—Wake Forest
3—South Carolina
4—Furman
6—North Carolina
7—North Carolina State

TltACK
Here
... Gainesville, Fla.
Chapel Hill, N. C.
Here

Mar. 25—Wake Forest
27-28—Florida Relays
Apr. 4—North Carolina —
8—Furman

TENNIS
Here
Here
Greenville

Mar. 20—Wake Forest
21—Presbyterian
—
23-24—Virginia Tech-Citadel
Apr.

Promising Freshman, Quincy
Newman set a new record of
1:59.6 (old record 2.00.5) in the
freshman division 880 yard run.
The wins taken by Dunkelberg
and Newman were the first running events Clemson has ever
taken since the ACC was formed
in 1953.

gained nothing to add to a poor
team returning from last year.
Kalamazoo, however, will be
another tough team on the
schedule. Altogether, the overall season will be the strongest
most teams ever encountered by
a Bengal racket squad.

Here
Here
Here

1—Harvard
2—Furman
3—Kalamazoo

GOLF
Here
_ Greenville
Athens, Ga.

Mar. 25—Wofford
Apr. 3—Furman .
6—Georgia .
PO 59-1619
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ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

The Bandits, led by Pat Killen, scored a close and exciting
79-74 victory over the Impalas
in Tuesday nights' Intramural
basketball finals.
Although trailing the large
part of the first half, the Bandits
managed to take a 39-33 halftime lead and were never in
serious trouble afterwards.
Bandits took the opening lead
on a layup by Henry Asbill but
the fine playing on the part of
vthe Impalas soon took over. Taking advantage of sluggishness on
the part of the Bandits displayed
early in the game, the Impalas
jumped to a 13-7 lead after five
minutes.

Oil helps preserve today for tomorrow
m

The game continued at an
even pace for another seven
minutes before the Bandits began to overtake their 24-16
deficit. Finally with 2:22 left
in the half the Bandits regained
the lead at 31-30 on a jump
shot by Charles McLauren.
Sparked by the accuracy of
McLauren and Killen the Bandits continued to move ahead and
added a six point lead at half- The "Bandits" emerged victors of the intra- left to right are: Charles McLaurin, Lloyd Gur' lime.
n
ent afte r
Pat KiIIen Henf
a
^UJ
A
- j!efea
,tlnS le
> ., y _Asbi11
™<* Stanton;
The second half saw even play Jh^JjISw"'™
the Impalas 79-74
in 1?
Tuesday
nights'
close
_ y> .
„
. . - a»d»„■'._
Front row are Alex Jenkm
s n<* Earl Brown.
jn the part of both squads but and exciting finals. Above, the jubilant Ban(Tiger Sports Photo by Robert Kreiger).
;he six point lead proved too dits are shown after their victory. Back row
much for the Impalas to oversome. The Bandits took the long- pace scoring five points each in 25, Coleman 7, Cummings 5,
est lead of the game at 69-58 the final fifty seconds of the Wertz 5, Morehead 0. Total—74.
Bandits—Killen 30, McLauren
with some eight minutes left in game.
19, Asbill 14, Jenkins 11, Stan. lhe game.
Mickey Entrekin shared honLed by Gary Barnes, the ors for the Impalas behind ton 5. Total—79.
games high scorer with 32 points, Barnes with 25 points. Killen
*
the Impalas made a fine try to hit 30 points for the Bandits
nlose the gap but a semi-freeze and also aided his team in re(Continued from Page 4)
in the final minutes iced the bounds. McLauren kept the
mortal to Carr Larisay, former
game. Barnes turned in prob- Bandits in the game when the
Clemson student and member of
ably the best performance of a points were most needed. He
the golf team, who was killed in
single player in the tussle as he wound up with 19 and a coman automobile accident. Clem5 led in both rebounding and scor- mending performnace.
son has received no word so far
ing.
Henry Asbill, although on an this season from the Hampton
Both teams finished at a fast
off night tallied 14 points. He Country Club concerning the
is the leading scorer in the intra- match.
mural program with some 178
Golf scholarships can be obpoints in eight games to wind up tained from all schools in the
Intramural
director
Bill with a possible 22.2 point aver- ACC except Clemson and North
Carolina State. This explains the
Wilhelm has asked that all stu- age per game.
Totals:
reasons for Wake Forest and Duke
dents who have jersey's used
in the intramural basketball
Impalas—Barnes 32, Entrekin having such good golfers.
program please turn them back
in. Over half of the shirts used
in the tournament failed to be
returned.
These shirts are not expenOpen 24 Hours Daily
sive but are in good enough
condition to be used again next
year.
Also, Coach Wilhelm an5 MINUTES
nounced that all entries in the
intramural volleyball tournament must be in by Saturday
noon. These entries may be
turned in at Wilhelm's office
Clemson-Seneca
on the second floor of the athClemson, South Carolina
lptio^buildin?.

GOLFERS

EXPERT
SHOE REPAIR

CLEMSON
SHOE SERVICE

Turn In Jerseys

SELF SERVICE

WASH ____ 15c

For Your
EASTER
OUTFIT

DRY____5c

Tigerette Laundromat

-Ail Beats"

.MEM*

IHO'y

..

„._„__ :
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The high points in life keep their warmth in movies made at home. Baby's first bath ... first step ... first birthday
party—and all the other firsts to come. They're captured for keeping on safety film made with an oil-based
chemical. Esso Research helped provide the process for making this important chemical
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Story Of Jonathan Is Told In Remembrance Of Holy Easter Sunday

his son and they walked slowly sight of seeing many shepherds to the left.
Tower of Antonia
said, "In accordance with my
visiting the baby, or were they
Through the morning the three
He squinted curiously and looked toward the inn.
duty, I shall be compelled to
"Someday I shall tell you what visiting the proud parents? The hung in this position. During briei
imprison you until this matter is in that direction, but could see oninvestigated further. Right now, ly the dim outline of buildings. yon inscription means, my son," child and his parents had remain- moments of consciousness, Jona'tis time for rest, not business. The uproar grew louder, and Jona- said Jacob, pointing to an ill-con- ed at the inn for about two weeks than watched the large crowd
than
saw
several
flickering structed shingle which advertised and, after a visit by three well- scoff and mock the middle man.
Let us begone."
lanterns
in
the
distance.
He
strain- the ton. The wood-piece, flapping dressed foreign gentlemen, had They had placed a rude placard,
Jonathan buttoned the shiny butbearing the words — "The King
ed
forward
to
watch:
now
he
saw incessantly in the wind, had the left abruptly.
tons that adorned his winter unioutline of a hammer burned into
Through the remaining hours of of the Jews" — over his head. Jon«
form and was quickly flanked by an immense multitude approachthe night, Jonathan pondered oth- athan heard Jesus mumble, "Fathe soldiers, three in line on either ing through the streets. Lanterns it.
er stages of his eventful life. In ther, forgive them.". . .- as the
aaid
torches
that
rivaled
the
brilside. Pilate and the courier walk"I Know Already",
confusion, he wondered whether or Roman soldiers gambled for his
liance of the star brought light to
ed in silence ahead.
not his fellow prisoner was really clothing. A spear hurtled through
their
path.
The recollections of that windy
Replied Jonathan
the Son of God. His meditations al- the air, thudded loudly as it piercnight which brought to an abrupt
ed through the middle man's this
most drove him mad.
Crowd Struck,
end his unparalleled prestige
"I know already," replied Jona-j
Somewhere in the distance he side. Then Jonathan lost consciousthan proudlly. "It is the seal ofj
came easily and vividly to Jonaheard a cock crow; and he knew ness again. . . .
Spat Upon Him
"The
population of Jeruthe Maccabeus clan, my great anthan as he lay on the rigid couch
The sky became extremely dark
that the dawning was at hand
salem has seemingly' increasin the heat of the afternoon. His
early in the afternoon. A mys"Perhaps they come to rescue cestry."
The
road
to
Golgotha
was
dusThen Jonathan left his father
ed twofold, Darius," said Jonadiscomfort was greatly enhanced me," meditated Jonathan optimisterious hush swept over the
than, as he poured his third
by the fervid stillness of the air. tically. His hope was short-lived and went to his private room in ty and long; and Jonathan grew
large assembly and seemed to
weary
under
the
tremendous
cup of wine following
the
Beads of perspiration were ob- for now he saw a gaunt, blindfold- the rear of the stable. He watched
weight of the big timber. He extend over the entire countryJonathan Sees Face
elegant supper.
vious and he swatted weakly at ed figure in the midst of the jeer- a certain star for a long time,
side.
watched the slender man they
flies.
Jonathan suddenly regained hij
ing mass. Roman soldiers march- then went to bed.
"Yes, my lord, this city must
called
Jesus
strain
with
his
burOf Pontius Pilate
Watching the brilliant star from
senses
as he felt the last bit oj
have half the total populace
of
He had been brought directly to ed solemnly on either side of this
den as the throngs jeered. A
his cell, Jonathan remembered
Anathoth. Jericho, and Gilgal withRegaining a portion of his char- this prison, this cell, on that night man as the crowd struck him, spat the new-born babe that greeted
crown of thorns adorned his long life waning from his aching body
in its bounds." agreed Darius, the acteristic composure, Jonathan un- pending additional inquiry and upon him, and taunted him.
brown hair. A third convict trail- He could hear the other criminal
his eyes the following morn. He
painfully, bitterly, mockingly say,
youthful lieutenant who had earn- steadily inquired, "Honorable Pro- probing into his case.
Jonathan heard a loud voice cry, recalled especially the radaint
ed.
"So you are the Messiah, thea
ed two awards of merit during the curator, what matter of business
Word of his arrest and imprison- "Prophesy who it is that strikes appearance of this child and the
As they neared the place, Jesus
save yourself and us."
most recent campaign, a three- could possibly bring you and your ment spread rapidly through the you!" as the rioting assemblage
tenderness and beauty that was fell and a tall Roman centurion Jonathan slowly raised his head
month struggle which was Darius' guards to my home at this in- astounded population of the entire disappeared behind the northwest so prevalent within the baby's appointed a strong bystander to
and looked into the clear peaceful
first taste of actual combat.
opportune hour?"
bear the heavy tree.
Roman domain. It was the general ern wall of the prison.
young, yet alert, eyes.
eyes of Jesus. "How magnificenj
"The Jewish people observe the
Through the gloom he could rec- conversation of both the peasant
Finally they arrived. Jonathan
He remembered the strange
Shortly the noise subsided somehe looks, even as death approachcustoms without fail," he added. ognize the familiar, even-featured and the prince, the serf and the what; then Jonathan heard the
watched in horror as the soldiers
es," he thought.
" "Tis
true," nodded the
fastened the cross-beam to the upface of Pontius Pilate, the Em- senator.
steady
cadence
of soldiers
Then Jonathan mustered suffi
general, watching his gifted
right of the cross and nailed the
pire's puppet governor of the JuThe ensuing investigation proved marching down the corridor. He
cient strength to respond to th»
subordinate closely while ca(Continued from Page 1)
hands of Jesus to it with iron
dean territory. A pair of husky to be Jonathan's undoing. His line- ran to the cell door and waited.
third man, "You have been conressing the wine chalice with
centurions, each bearing a lannails; then they dragged the cross
age was traced by the cunning Here they came, a score of Ro- Major Warren Shumaker, senior
demned justly and are receiving
his
long, weather-hardened
upright
and
let
the
foot
of
it
drop
tern, flanked the diminutive Pi- Roman consuls and he was expos- mans escorting the criminal.
unit advisor to the U. S. Army
due reward. This Man has dons
fingers. '"Tis certainly
a
late who. despite the hour and the ed as a direct descendant of the
Reserve program in this area, into a hole which had been dug nothing amiss."
By the light of lanterns, the
wonderful feeling to be with
as its socket.
representative of the USAR.
reSS6d
ta
regai
T^' It- f
rvalirnt"M7cc"abean brothers; who round face of Caiphas could be
civilization again. Do you conServes As Co-Ordinator
As Jesus had undergone this unsplendor. Behind, in the shadows
'No Knavery Now,
'My Lord
courageously master-minded the distinguished. Jonathan heard Caisider yourself a veteran of the
Also, Lt. Col. C. G. Sells will bearable pain, his face had mainstood other Roman soldiers. A lanfamed
Jewish
revolt
that
played
phas
mock
the
captive
contempwars now, Darius?"
serve as special events co-ordi- tained a strange passiveness and
ky courier could be seen too.
Traitor Of Caesar'
Remember Me?'
havoc with the invading Roman ar- tuously. "If you are the Son of
"No, my noble general, but it
Pilate said nothing in response my during the early stages of the God, why do you not call upon nator. Maj. W. M. Guice will his eyes seemed fi^ed on some inhead the Armed Forces Day visible object beyond the far hori"No knavery now, traitor of Cae- was indeed a privilege and a plea- to Jonathan's query, but signalAgain Jonathan turned to Jesus
him to save you?" grinned the speakers bureau. He is assisted zon.
sar," the warden rasped as he sure to initiate my battle exper- led the courier, who stepped forth ambitious Empire.
saying, '"My Lord, remember m«
The
mere
hint
of
the
MaccaHigh
Priest
victoriously.
by Capt. J. B. Guggino.
Jonathan writhed in agony, when you come into your king
ience with you who I. as well as
fumbled with the huge lock.
by one of the lantern-wielding
bean rebels created fiery hatred
One of the escorting troops was
Capt. Smith stated that local shrieking frenziedly and cursing dom." Jesus looked knowingly to.
The thick gate groaned, then countless others, consider the fore- warriors, raised a summons, and
within any Roman of that era. holding a bloody handkerchief to clubs and other organizations de- in Hebrew, as he underwent simbumped loudly against the inner most soldier and leader of men read thusly; "Jonathan of Juward Jonathan and uttered distinctThe extraordinary brothers num- his right ear; another man a sin- siring speakers for Armed Forces ilar treatment. The third crimiwall; the arrogant guard entered since the fabled Macedonian con- dea,. General of the Army of
ly, "Today you shall be with m«
bered
three
—
Jonathan,
Simon,
ister
and
nervous
individual,
walkWeek should contact either Maj. nal attempted to escape, but was in paradise."
the cell, paused to regard the cold queror, Alexander the Great."
Senatus Populusque Romanus,
and Judas — and each was a ed in front holding a handful of Guice or Capt. Guggino.
quickly apprehended; and his
"emptiness of the small room, and
Darius paid this tribute slowly you are hereby under arrest for
Jonathan moved feebly as if t«
skillful and talented leader.
silver denarii.
screams reverberated into the speak; then, with the name of Jelimped to a position immediately and sincerely; his admiring eyes
suspicion of treason, by order of
It was rumored during this age
valley below as he was crucified. sus formed on Iris lips, jerked unin front of Jonathan.
As the procession drew nearer,
watched his peerless leader close- Honorable Pontius Pilate, RomJesus was between the two men, controllably and became limp and
"Your appetite maintains itself, ly, as if to hope that some day, an Procurator of the Territory that Hyrcanus Maccabeus, son of Jonathan waited impatiently to
Simon, had killed the renowned see this controversial man. The
(Continued from Page 1)
Jonathan to the right, the other hung still upon the cross.
yet your frame becomes gaunt," he too, would rise to the status of cf Judea."
Roman general, Pompey, in hand- passive prisoner walked with a sergeant to be chosen in person
muttered the stocky guard, nod- his table companion.
Jonathan looked in astonishment to-hand combat as the Romans
ding toward the clean tray which
steady, assured gait, his bearded and corporal and private from
at the reader, then at Pilate as laid siege to Jerusalem and
face directly to the front. His pictures submitted in advance.
still lay on Jonathan's lap. "Per'Policy Is To Rest
the concise words of the warrant eventually captured it. Hyrcanus,
hoodwink had been removed, and
haps the lash aided in the reIs ROTC Highlight
echoed distinctly through his mind. who was Jonathan's great grandcovery of your eating habit,"
his long brown hair flowed evenWhenever Possible'
He demonstrated little outward father, was later stoned to death.
According to Bill, the Military
continued the guard with a wry
ly, beautifully.
Ball is the social highlight of the
Jonathan modestly acknowledg- alarm as he stood to put on his
(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
smile as he leaned to remove
Jonathan
regarded
his
tranquil
Clemson ROTC program. Milied the compliment as he rose from uniform.
Maccabeus Stands
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.'')
Ihe tray.
face inquisitively, as if he had seen tary students pay only $1 to go
Pilate walked forward wringing
Jonathan raised his head and his chair. "Fatigue is begining to
this man somewhere before. He to the dance, but they are rehis fat hands and began to offer
For Ruthlessness
met the savage blood-shot eyes that claim me, young man. My poiicy some
ex J
narrowed his eyes for a closer quired to come in their ROTC
P anation for this increduglared down at him. He remained is to rest as much as possible {
In a Roman's mind, the word- examination of this strange man uniforms, which are considered
when
the
opportunity
is
present,
'
silent, then slowly reclined upon
THE TRUE AND TYPICAL CASE|
formal with white shirts and
The high priest Caiphas is ter- Maccabeus— stood for ruthless- who seemed oddly familiar.
the straw that had been his bed so I think I shall retire to my
The prisoner glanced toward Jon- black bow ties.
ness, deceit and treachery. Rome
OF CHATSWORTH OSCEOLA
since the first day of The Festi- quarters. May you have a restful ribly upset over a Nazarene who forgot Jonathan's position and
athan's cell as the convoy passed;
calls Himself the King of the
night."
val of Purim.
A
Military
Banquet
will
be
searched
Jews. Caiphas has been to my contribution as they screamed for his deep brown eyes
You all know, of course, that every engineering senior is receivThe city was alive with the
He placed his hands comfortably
held Friday at 6:30 p. m. in the
office daily for the past ten days his death. The truth being re- through the darkness. A shocking,
ing fabulous offers from dozens of corporations, but do you
grandeur of the Jewish rites
behind his head, crossed his legs
power
seemed to Clemson House. This banquet
expounding on the blasphemy of vealed, Caesar himself issued the spellbinding
know just how fabulous these offers are? Do you have any idea
and again gazed up at his captor.
as
the bemedaled
General
is
held
each
year
in
conjuncdeath
sentence,
authorizing
Pilate
grasp Jonathan when he gazed inwhich this King, this so-called
walked briskly to his resi"Is not tomorrow the assigned
how widely the corporations are competing? Let me cite for
tion
with
the
Military
Ball
and
Son of God, is allegedly guilty. to determine the time and the to these dark, clear eyes, so full
day?" inquired Jonathan.
dence, an humble building
you the true and typical case of Chatsworth Osceola, a true
of kindness and understanding. . . will be attended by members
Caiphas has proved to be as place.
"You have said, it," replied
one furlong from the Procuraand typical senior.
of Scabbard and Blade, ExecuThe
time
was
near;
the
place
so wondrous and unique and unfortroublesome to me as this Mesthe guard as he toyed with his
tor's magnificent estate. With
tive
Sergeants,
ROTC
faculty
Chatsworth, walking across the M.I.T. campus one day last
siah is to him; hence I swore to was Golgotha, a dusty, skull-shap- gettable.
numerous keys, then glanced
no deliberation, Jonathan eninstructors,
various retired
week, was hailed by a man sitting in a yellow convertible
ed
hill
bordering
the
Valley
of
"Those
eyes
.
.
.
the
star
.
.
.
furnish assistance in the capture
contemplatively through the wintered his house and quickly lit
military personnel of Clemson
studded with precious gem stones. "Hello," said the man, "I am
Ajalon some twenty furlongs from I wonder?" questioned Jonathan
dow into the cloudless azure
and chastisement of this Man.
two lamps, one in the study,
and heads of several departNorwalk T. Sigafoos of the Sigafoos Bearing and Bushing Comhalf-aloud.
Hastily
he
scrambled
the
city.
beyond. The rotund warden mo"Therefore
I
called
on
you
durthe other in his bedroom.
ments on campus.
pany. Do you like this car?"
across
the
room
to
see
if
the
bright
Jonathan
grew
restless
and
dementarilv submitted to compasing the second watch tonight," conHe undressed; now he went
Pete stated that ticket prices
"Yeah, hey," said Chatsworth.
sion for his inmate, but suddentinued Pilate, speaking in a pene- liberately rose from the bed. His star was still in the heavens. There for the dances included: Friday
to a closet and removed
a
ly wheeled and strode hurriedly
"It's yours," said Sigafoos.
trating monotone that sometimes bones ached and his mind was is was, but its splendid radiance formal, $3.50; Saturday informal,
musty box. From this large
to the exit.
"Thanks, hey," said Chatsworth.
caused a snicker among auditors, in a state of chaos. He could not had seemingly increased.
carton he removed and donned
$2; and block tickets, $5. ROTC.
"It must be. . it must. . . .1 students will be admitted to the
Here he hesitated and, apparclothing similar to that which
"for counsel in laying a trap to believe this was happening to
"Do you like Philip Morris?" said Sigafoos.
him.
could never forget those eyes, Military Ball for the price of SI,
ently regaining his crude nature,
snare the Galileean whose antics
could be seen on the celebrat"Of corns," said Chatsworth.
Walking to the window, he gazed those beautiful enchanting eyes," but prices for the Spring Hop
turned once more to his bedraging Jews throughout the city.
are threatening Caiphas' continu"Here is a pack," said Sigafoos. "And a new pack will be
muttered Jonathan as his memo- will not be changed.
gled prisoner, saying sarcastically,
!
helplessly
at
the
redness
of
the
Jonathan
intimately
glanced ance in authority."
delivered
to j'ou at twelve-minute intervals every day as long
ry
regressed
to
a
cold
winter
even"I shall bring your evening meal about the room, regarding
each
The dwarfish Procurator grew sun sinking slowly behind the disas you shall live."
early in the first watch, General." corner and nook warily. He could intense now as he proceeded to tant mountains of the Shephelah ing during his childhood. Visions
of that day danced vividly through
"Thanks, hey," said Chatsworth.
The auxiliary warden, hitherto see the lights of the festival flickrelate what he had experienced Region. His hands encircled the
his mind; he remembered standmute, exhaled a laugh that seem"Does your wife like Philip Morris?" said Sigafoos.
ering through the waxen windows, earlier in the night. In an even sturdy bars and he shook them
ing with his father, Jacob, in front
ed to resound through the peniten"She would," said Chatsworth, "but I'm not married.'?
so he closed the heavy curtains to higher pitch, he exlaimed, "When with all his might. His hope waned
of their modest Bethlehem inn as
tiary and patted his superior ofinsure security and complete pri- I arrived here tonight, I found with the dying sun as he heard
"Do you want to be?" said Sigafoos.
the sun descended in the west. . . .
ficer on the back in recognition
vacy. He then turned the bedroom the door unlocked and, planning the guards approaching with his
"What American boy doesn't?" said Chatsworth.
"'Tis
an
inopportune
time
for
of a timely jest.
lamp to its lowest possible glim- to jest with you, walked inside. last meal.
Sigafoos pressed a button on the dashboard of his convertible
The chief guard grinned sardonThree hours thereafter, the men- the enrollment," said Jacob while
mer and went into the study.
Hearing a voice in your study,
and the trunk opened up and out came a nubile maiden with
they watched another cavalcade
ically at his own joke, thsn locked
tal
anguish
became
unbearable.
The study was a windowI approached cautiously to see
golden hair, flawless features, a perfect disposition, and the;
the thick, roughly-hewed door. Solof toil-worn peasants seek shelless chamber, abundant with
if you perhaps had feminine Wildly he paced the stone floor ter in the forest. "Would that
itude once again befell Jonathan.
appendix already removed. "This is Laurel Geduldig," said
and
grappled
insanely
with
the
inletters,
scrolls,
maps and
company.
He gazed wonderingly at the
my humble hostelry were large
Sigafoos. "Would you like to marry her?"
vincible
bars.
He
had
eaten
the
parchments concerning the
What I did see spellbound me,"
enough to accommodate those
ceiling, then closed his eyes and
supper
in
a
wolf-like
fashion,
th".i
military
facet
of
Rome's
rise
to
he cried shrill}'. "You were kneelbegan to ponder the terrible fate
who can find no lodging," adding and praying the Hebrew had hurled the tray fiercely ed Jacob sympathetically.
power. With sundry keys, Jonwhich awaited him. The wordagainst
the
wall
where
it
had
athan opened several drawers
tongue. You were observing The
General - echoed through bis
"This wind is chilling, father.
and chests, from which he reFestival of Purim, Jonathan, were splintered to pieces.
chaotic mind and he cursed the
We had better go inside," said JonHe
had
been
regurgitating
when
you not?"
trieved articles and ornaments
athan, drawing his tattered toga
Romans.
and they
necessary for his personal comPilate, his small frame shaking the guards returned
"What irony," he thought, "for
atout himself. Jacob placed his
memoration of the deliverance
in an unchecked manner, ran a had howled in sadistic glee at brawny arm affectionately around
me, Jonathan of Judea. to be exeof the Jews in Persia from the
quivering hand along his blanch- the pathetic sight of Jonathan
cuted by the people to whom I
destruction threatened by Haed forehead. The slender courier and the heap of jagged wood
have devoted my life, my talents,
strewn across the floor.
stepped forth to assist.
man.
my all. . .'tis indeed the height
"You will be branded simply a
fz*m»&'
Jonathan constructed a miniaof irony for me to be put to death
common criminal when you die toPilate Murmurs An
COLLEGE AVENUE
by the Rome which I was so in- ture altar upon a little wooden
morrow," the head warden had
table facing the adjacent bedroom.
strumental in building."
Phone 2011
said amid the convulsive laughing
Incoherent Phrase
His mind raced and raged and Then he unrolled a fairly wide and
"Is her appendix out?" said Chatsworth.
of the stupid understudy.
Fri. & Sat. — Mar. 20-21
he moved restlessly, uneasily on greatly worn carpet that was much
"Yes," said Sigafoos.
Pilate murmured an incoherent
Now
Jonathan
stood
in
front
of
the hard couch; again he shud- too long for the small room and phrase, then looked unbelievingly
STEWART GRANGER
"Okay, hey," said Chatsworth.
the window glaring into the night.
dered nervously at the thought of the end of it flapped against the at the great soldier and shrieked
DONNA REED
The resplendence of one star cap"Congratulations," said Sigafoos. "And for the happy bride,
GEORGE SANDERS
what was to occur on the mor-i stone wall.
Jonathan
stepped
wildly," Are you a Jew. Jonathan? tivated his senses. It seemed to
a pack of Philip Morris every twelve minutes for the rest of
back
to
consider
his
minute
temrow.
her life."
ple. He gave an affirmative ges- Are you? Are you?" The words j shine with some definite signifi"Thanks, hey," said Laurel.
ture of approval as he reverently came. faster now as Pilate repeat- j cance, for it indeed resembled a
'It Is Impossible
placed other objects of importance ed, "Were you not observing The i lamp in the presence of many fire"Now then," said Sigafoos to Chatsworth, "let's get down
Festival of Purim?
flies.
here and there to increase
the
To Select Ancestry'
to business. My company will start yoa at $45,000 a year. You
"Yes," replied Jonathan quiet"Only one other time in my life
den's resemblance of the interior
will retire at full salary upon reaching the age of 26. When you
Special Late Show
ly, remembering suddenly the have I seen a star so bright,"
"Mayhap I am paying the price of a tabernacle.
start work, we will give you a three-story house made of bullion,
words
of
Darius
"observe
thought Jonathan. Suddenly his
for the persons over whose execuAgain he regarded his handicomplete with a French Provincial swimming pool. We will
Fri. Night — March 20
tions I officiated," he meditated. work, placed his finger along his their customs without fail". .. .- enchantment was interrupted by
One Show Only—10:30 P.M.
provide sitter service for all your children until they are safely
a resounding clamor in the city
"But those who I put to death face in contemplation, uttered a earlier in the evening.
through puberty. We will keep your teeth in good repair, and
GEORGE NADER
Pilate, who had now resumed
below. The shouting seemed to
were criminals, truly criminals mi]d oattlj Md turned' quickiy t0
also the teeth of 3'our wife and children unto the third generaJOANNE MOORE
emanate from the courtyard of
guilty of great and unpardonable the front room. He reappeared some of his usual self-possession,
tion. We will send your dentist a pack of Philip Morris every
In
the governor's palace, by the
misdtjiieanors. . . .these were pro- presently with a small pot-plant, shook his head dubiously and
twelve minutes as long as he shall live ... Now, son, I want you
ven advocates of treacherous war a flower whose foliage was indeed
to think carefully about this offer. Meanwhile, here is tea
crimes and sins toward humanity. beautiful; he positioned the unique
thousand dollars in small, unmarked bills, which places you
Am I rationalizing?" queried Jona- blossom on a round table oppounder no obligation whatsoever."
than. "I am ramply a victim of site the expedient shrine.
"It certainly seems like a fair offer," said Chatsworth. "But
circumstances. . .it is impossible
"I wonder how long it has been
Mon. & Tues. — Mar. 223-24
there is something you should know. I am not an engineer. In
for one to select his ancestry."
since my participation in the
Jonathan, unable to
gain
fact, I don't go to M.I.T. at all. I am a poetry major at Harvard.
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
sacraments was not as an indicomfort on his makeshift bed,
TONY RANDALL
I just came over here on a bird walk."
vidual," mused Jonathan as he
sat up once more and buried
"Oh," said Sigafoos.
approached the altar to begin
his face in his tremendous
the ritual.
"I guess I don't get to keep the money and the convertible
hands — hands that had wavHumbly, the tall General proand Laurel now, do I?" said Chatsworth.
ed forward hundreds and thougressed through the entire cere- j
"Of course you do," said Sigafoos. "And if you'd like the job,
sands of legions during his abLocated in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
mony, kneeling, praying and quot- j
my offer still stands."
© »•». M« stnbu.
In
Color
&
Scope
breviated, yet awe-causing, miing verbatim the priest's portion
litary career.
of the service.
Wed & Thurs. — Mar. 25-26
He perpetuated his musings
Two hours later, having completVINCENT PRICE
as he reminisced unbelievingly
Speaking of engineers, the Philip Morris company makes a
ed the rites, Jonathan retired.
PATRICIA OWENS
of the fateful night that he,
filter cigarette that's engineered to please the most discernDespite the din in the city, sleep
winner of the emperor's favor
ing of filter smokers—Marlboro, the cigarette with better
came easily to the famous war10
on many occasions, was taken
rior. He had no idea that this night
"makin's." More flavor plus more filter equals more cigarettel tcaptive by a group of Roman
would be his last as a free rcan.
Anderson—Greenwood
In Color
sentries, some of whom had
About midway through the third

By TOM ANDERSON ID
(Note: Easter is upon us. With
this fact in mind, I enter this story
-as a message for that great season. . .1 dedicate this bit of writing to the memory of my wonderful mother, who taught me the
real meaning of Easter.
TAIII)
The reverberating sound of heavy footsteps awakened Jonathan
from his state of half-slumber.
Quickly he arose, quietly picked
up the nearby tray and advanced
to the heavily barred window.
Here he hesitated momentarily,
then stealthily, carefully thrust
the untouched food through the
interval between the two middle bars. He tilted the wooden
tray and watched the sickly
meat slide into the warm spring
air.
Without a sound he returned to
the straw-matted couch, assumed
a sitting position, and placed the
empty receptacle on his bony
knees.
Presently a voice was heard
from without, "Ho there, betrayer
of Rome! Dids't thou enjoy the
meal?" A gale of laughter followed. Jonathan heard the portly prison guard step forward, then saw
his ugly wine-reddened face peering through the small, barred
opening.
The outline of a reinforcing
guard was vaguely visible to Jonathan.

served under him
He lay down again and his cogitations created on an almost
dream-like sensation, as he returned with his keen memory to the
Jerusalem that was so joyous and!
gay with the Jewish celebration,
The Festival of Purim, a month
before.
His reverie commenced
with
the evening meal of that particular day, as he and Darius, his
principal aide, supped at one of
the better taverns in the city. How
well he could recall that evening.

watch, Jonathan was rudely
awakened by the repetition of
his name being called, evidently by someone within the house.
Thinking he was dreaming at
first, Jonathan turned uneasily
and ignored the voice. It came
again, somewhat louder, in the
clear mellow tone of a messenger. Suddenly realizing that intruders were at hand, he sat up
in bed to receive them.
The sight that greeted his sleepy
eyes caused momentary difficulty
in speech. He, the dauntless leader of Roman Legions, was actually frightened. An air of appalling uncertainty swept through his
mind, gripping tightly the tendons
throughout his body.
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Architectural Schools Faculty Conducts
Varied Program Of Creative Activities
tecture - South Carolina, the of- ed three awards for his prints and
ficial organ of the South Carolina paintings in recent exhibits.
Chapter of the American Institute
Elbrldge S. Gordon, Instrucof Architects. He is the National tor in Architecture, has comSecretary of the Association of pleted 12 large oil paintings and
Collegiate Schools of Architecture, two dozen charcoal drawings
and has served as co-editor of the
and sketches during his Clemson
magazine The Journal of Archiresidence. It is anticipated that
tectural Education.
a one-man show of this work will
be held soon, according to Dean
Anthony Ellner, associate professor of Architecture, read a
McClure.
paper entitled, "A Broader LibProfessor
Compiles Bibliography
eral Arts Base in Architectural
Harold N. Cooledge, assistant
Education,"
at
the
1958
National
In recent months, members of
Convention of the Association professor of Architecture, who is
the Architectural faculty have
of Collegiate Schools of Archi- in charge of history courses withprepared plans for or acted as
in the school, has just completed
New initiates of Tiger Brotherhood are pictured and Richard H. Ivester. Not pictured: Ford F.
tecture in Cleveland.
consultants on a number of resia bibliography of primarily hisabove; (left to right) George B. Nalley, Miles Farabow, Edward C. Lee, Thomas B. McTeer
dences, a college complex, a
An article by Prof. Ellner will torical sources bearing on the
P. Powell, Thomas A. Harmon, Clarence E. and Richard C. Yeary.
church, a church conference be published shortly in the profes- architecture of the southeastern
Putnam, Franklin A. Roberts, Robert H. Boles
center, a doctor's office, a shop- sional journal, Progressive Archi- states in the mid-nineteenth cenping center, a public service tecture. A critical article by him tury.
building for a govermental unit, entitled "Stop and Think" appearThis work is being done in cola housing subdivision and a city ed in the Clemesta issue of Slip- laboration with libraries and hismaster planning study.
torical societies. He has also been
stick.
Specifically, members of the
Two members of the faculty are appointed a member of the Prefaculty have been engaged in the creatively involved in painting and servation Committee of the Amerifollowing service and research ac- printmaking:
can Institute of Architects, speciBy BECKY EPTTNG
junior from Lexington; Ford F.
sophomore from Newberry; and
tivities:
Robert H. Hunter, assistant pro- fically directing such in the PiedTiger Staff Writer
Farabow, Chemical Engineering
Edward C. Lee, Forestry junior
fessor of architecture, has receiv- mont area of South Carolina.
Tiger Brotherhood, Clemson ser- McTeer, Electrical Engineering
Dean Is Editor
from Columbia.
vice fraternity, elected 11 new senior from Hampton; George B.
Dean McClure has served during
Also named were Thomas B.
members at their last meeting, ac- senior from Charleston; Thomas
the past year as Editor of Archicording to President Bob Erwin.
A. Harmon, Agronomy junior Nalley, Industrial Management
These "Cubs" are Robert H.
from Lexington; Richard H. junior from Easley; Miles P. PowBoles, Industrial Management
Ivester, Textile Manufacturing ell, Architecture junior from MulBy JIMMY YOUNGBLOOD
Tiger Staff Writer
The faculty of the Clemson
School of Architecture carries on
a varied program of public service, research and professional
architectural consultation in addition to their basic teaching duties. These creative activities also include service as editors or
contributors to a number of professional magazines and journals,
according to H. E. McClure, Dean
of the school.

Tiger Brotherhood Elects 11
New 'Cubs' To Membership

Letrer To Tom

Questions Worth
Of ROTC Program
To Average Student
Dear Tom,
I would like to disagree with
Mr. Trively's recent editorial (column) on the R.O.T.C. program at
Clemson. There are several points
of disagreement.
First, is military training worthwhile to the average student?
Speaking for myself, I spend more
time on military science than on
any other course I take, and get
less credit for my time so spent
Second, is the military itself getting full value for time and money
spent? How many of the senior officers are fully qualified to receive a commission into the regular army? Again^speaking from
personal experience, I feel that
many of the officers are not qualified.
Let me clear up a point* here
Without a doubt the Battle Group
officers and company commanders
are good officers and will be an
asset to the army, but some (and
I say this with reservation) of the
platoon leaders and assistants are
very poor officers.
And this healthy attitude
and
atmosphere to higher education
are they present on the drill field
or in the classroom? I have failed
to find these present among the
majority of those involved in the
R.O.T.C. program.
While myself very biased against
obligatory military, I have tried
to take a fafrly unbiased opinion
of the program here at Clemson.
No offense at all is meant toward
Mr. Trively who has written some
fine articles for The Tiger.
Favor Asked
Now for a drastic "about-face"
and ask a favor of Colonel Douglass and the military department.
Why not cancel the drill period for
Mar. 26, 1959? This would
get
many of the students home for
the holidays before nightfall.
Sincerely,
Benton D. Smith, '62

Interview Schedule

MAR. 23-28
MONDAY
The Martin Company (Aircraft)—CE, EE, ME, Phys.
USA Ordnance Weapons Command—EE, ME, Phys.
Combustion Engineering Inc.—IE and ME
Great American Insurance Co.—A&S, Ed., IM
TUESDAY
USA Ordnance Weapons Command—EE, ME, Phys.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.—CrEn, EE, ME, Phys.
Blue Bell Incorporated—All Degrees
Combustion Engineering Inc.—IE and ME
WEDNESDAY
Devoe and Raynolds Company—Chem. and ChEn
Westinghouse Electric Corp.—CrEn, EE, ME, Phys.
Blue Bell Incorporated—All Degrees
Huyck Felt Company—ChEn and ME
MAR. 30-Apr. 4
TUESDAY
Winn Dixie Stores—IM and others
WEDNESDAY
Kentucky Highway Department—Civil Engineers
THURSDAY
Torrington Company, Connecticut—ME and IE
APR. 6-11
MONDAY
Sears Roebuck and Company—IE and others

First In Series Of Spring Lectures
Presented Monday By Dr. A. H. Holt
The first in a series of spring
lectures sponsored by Sigma Tau
Epsilon was held on Monday. Dr.
A. H. Holt of the English department spoke on semantics before a
small group of people.
Dr. Holt defined semantics as
the relationships and reactions
of man to the words he hears, or,
more clearly, a study of the
kinds of responses to words. He
brought out the point that man

Coming Year's
Chairman Picked
For RE Week
The 1960 Religious Emphasis
Week committee will have as
chairman Dr. Harvey Hobson;
Dr. Hugh Macauley, vice-chairman; and J. Roy Cooper, secretary. Dr. Hobson succeeds Gene
Park as overall chairman while
Tom Harmon of Lexington will
succeed Charles Spencer as student chairman.
Chairman Hobson has announced REW dates as being set
for Tuesday through Friday,
Feb. 9-12.
Committee members will be
announced at a later date.

tends to equate words to things.
Thus, if a bill passed in Congress is termed National Health
Insurance, people accept it. But
if the same bill is known as Socialized Medicine, it is rejected
The meaning of a word is deter
mined by man's reaction to it.
MAN THINKS OPPOSITELY
Man also tends to think in opposites, according to Dr. Holt. He
tends to think of a good thing as
entirely bad. Also stressed were
the levels of abstractions. Dr. Holt
emphasized that the higher the
level of abstractions, the easier it
is to misapply them.
In conclusion, Dr. Holt said that
man would be better able to grasp
meaning of words if he paid closer attention to what was said. He
needs to think more for himself,
handle his definitions more carefully, and keep his level of abstractions down in his conversations.

lins; Clarence E. Putman, Civil
Engineering senior from Gastonia,
N. C; Franklin A. Roberts, Electrical Engineering junior from
Chester; and Richard C. Yeary,
Industrial
Management senior
from Nicholasville, Ky.
Honorary Memberships Conferred
According to Bob, the organization has conferred honorary memberships upon R. C. Edwards, acting president of Clemson College;
C. C. Fain, assistant professor of
Ceramic Engineering; and L. M.
Bauknight, associate professor of
Agricultural Economics.
Tiger Brotherhood was founded
in 1916 by Professor-emeritus John
Marshall for the purpose of recognizing and encouraging leadership
and service among the students.
Members are chosen for their interest in improving Clemson, its
advancement in South Carolina
and elsewhere in the country. The
primary function of the organization is the bettering of relations
between the faculty and the student body.
The Brotherhood sponsors two
outstanding projects each yp-»r.
One of these is the selection of
the "Mother of the Year." i^e

A deputation from Converse College will present the program at
YMCA Vespers on Sun. The program scheduled will be presented
at 1:30 p.m. instead of the regular
hour.
Club Sponsors Card Party
St. Andrew's Catholic Women's
Club sponsored an annual St. Patrick's Day card party on March
17, at the Clemson House Hotel.
Guests were given a choice of
playing bridge, canasta, or pinochle. Prizes included handmade
items, homemade bakery products, and gifts donated by merchants of the surrounding area.
Mrs. John Stevenson of Clemson
and Mrs. Don Irmiter of Seneca
were co-chairmen of the event.
DuPre Speaker To Club
Anthony DuPre, a Civil Engineering major from Mt. Pleasant,
spoke to the Canterbury group on
the fourth commandment of Christianity. He also led a discussion
following his talk.
Next week Rudy Jones, Physics
major from Dillon, will speak on
the fifth commandment.
Plans for the issue of the Canterbury Crossroads are being made.
Various articles written by students and faculty will be printed
in this issue of the magazine.
Hold BSU Election
Rev. Vance Vernon, a missionary to Brazil, spoke at this week's
BSU meeting. Elections were also held for next year's BSU Council members.
BSU members held their second
car wash last Saturday to raise
money for summer missions. Also
last Saturday a group of Winthrop
students arrived on a deputation.
They presented the Sunday School
program.
Next week's BSU program will
be a communion service. AH Baptists students are invited to attend.

tion had a meeting last Tuesday at
the YMCA.
The highlight of the program
was the speaker, Miss Jeannette
Rankin. Miss Rankin was the
first Congresswoman in America,
a senator from Montana during
World War I.
President Bill Sanchez urges all
members to attend the next meeting on March 31. Election of officers will be held.
Newman Club Attends Meet
Newman Club members who attended the Province meeting in
Charleston reported at the last
meeting about activities held at
the conference. The Finance
committee was led by Ronnie
Parkes and the Religious committee by Jerry Suber.
All Newman Club members are
working on plans for the social
with the University of South Carolina on April 4. Ted Stecki, president of the club, urges all members to be present for the next
meeting in order to set plans for
election of officers.
Complete Application
Current students must return
completed applications to the
Student Aid Office by Mar. 31, in
order to be considered for counselor and waiter jobs during the
1959-60 school year.

Textile Students
Visit 2 Plants
On Field Trip

Phi Psi, textile honor fraternity,
toured two textile installations in
Spartanburg last Tuesday, according to Gaston Gage, Dean of the
School of Textiles.
The Draper Corporation, the
first visited, manufactures looms
for the textile industry. Those
who went on the tour were dinner
guests of the corporation.
Also visited was the DeeringMilliken Research Corporation.
This installation is a part of the
research division which strives to
develop new textile machinery
and different types of fibers and
finishes, according to Dean Gage.
Foreign Students Meet
The Foreign Student AssociaThe tour was arranged by E. A.
LaRoche, associate professor of
mother of any Clemson student Textiles and faculty advisor \o
or alumni is eligible for this hon- Phi Psi. J. L. Richardson, assisor. Another annual event of the tant professor of Textiles, accomBrotherhood is the Student-Fac- panied the members of the fraternity on the tour.
ulty supper.

I"
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A Campus-to-Career Case History

SCCPA Committee

To Convene Here
Executive Committee of the
South Carolina Collegiate Press
Association will convene here tomorrow afternoon to discuss final
plans for the association's annual
convention.
The five-member committee, representing nearly all college and
university
newspapers in the
state, will complete discussion
group speakers and other necessary arrangements. The convention will be held at Clemson Apr.
24-25.
Officers are Hunter Stokes of
Wofford, president; Ann Blackmon of Winthrop, vice president;
Cynthia Belcher of Converse,
treasurer; Bob Thompson of Furman, recording secretary; and
Jerry Ausband of Clemson, corresponding secretary.

tt

"Each new assignment brings me greater
responsibility and more challenging
work. I have the satisfying feeling that
I'm getting ahead in management," says
Charles F. Barefield, B.S.E.E., Alabama
Polytechnic '56. "That's what I was looking for when I joined Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph Company.

TIGS
(Continued from Page 5)
of New York, April J — Wake
Forest, April 3 — South Carolina
April 4 — Furman, April 6 —
North Carolina, and April 7 —
North Carolina State. All of these
games are to be played in Clemson with the exception of Georgia
on Mar. 30.
UNC Poses Top Threat
Out of this group three of
the Tigs main opposition will
be encountered. North Carolina
will definitely pose top threat
to Clemson as for the conference title. N. C. State
and
Wake Forest cannot be overlooked either.
UNC will once again be led by
all conference pitcher
Wayne
Young, along with several upcoming sophomores. They will pronably be somewhat stronger in the
coming season. Last year Clemson dropped the Tar Heels in two
of three games, the final being a
play off to decide the conference
chawpion.

In my job, I get the variety
•and responsibility I wanted"

"Following three months of interdepartmental training, my next training step
was as a supervisor jn the Plant Department. My assignments were varied to
give me experience in handling technical
and supervisory situations. In June,
1957, within a year after j oining the company, I was appointed Plant Foreman
supervising a group of men responsible
for telephone installation and maintenance at Auburn, Alabama."

Six months later—in January, 1958—
Charlie became Transmission Supervisor
in Birmingham. "This assignment involves responsibility for accepting newly
installed systems, analyzing performance
and recommending modifications for improvement," Charlie explains. "I work
with the many different groups responsible for engineering, installation and
operation of telephone circuits. These
circuits range all the way from wires to
microwave radio.

Get satisfying flavor...So friendly 1o your tasie!
NO FLAT
"FILTERED-OUT"
FLAVOR!

"I have been getting the variety and
responsibility I looked for," Charlie says.
And he sees a bright future ahead for
himself and Southern Bell. "The telephone industry is growing fantastically
and chances for advancement go along
with growth," he points out.

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine
tobacco travels and gentles the smokemakes it mild—but does not filter out
(that satisfying flavor!
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Many young college men like Charles Barefield are finding interesting and rewarding careers with the Bell Telephone Companies. Check into the opportunities available
for you. Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visit*
your campus. And read the Bell Telephone booklet on
file in your Placement Office.
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BELL
TELEPHONE
COMPANIES

and they are Mild!
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HERE'S WHY SMOKE "TRAVELED* THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST
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You get Pall Mall's
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Here And There

2 Clemson Graduates Promoted

Spring Practice Game
« To Highlight Weekend!

"""

By BARBARA ABLE
Tiger Feature Writer
Of interest to Clemson students who were here last
year, was the marriage of Phyllis O'Dell, former coed from
Laurens, to Arthur Wayne Callaway of Minneapolis,
Minn., last Saturday night.
Last year Phyllis was head majorette, Miss Homecoming, a Taps beauty, vocalist with the Jungaleers and
a member of Tigerama court here at Clemson.
The wedding was solemnized in the beautifully decorated First Baptist Church in Laurens under the glow of
120 candles. Phyllis was a beautiful, smiling bride; in
fact, the entire wedding was a happy occasion with few
Two Clemson graduates have recently been promoted to new
tears.
assignments in the Armed Forces. Captain James J. Littlejohn
Capt. and Mrs. Smith, Evelyn Frost, Nick Nichols, of Spartanburg is now stationed in Birmingham. Lt. Col. Thomas
Carolyn Willis, Jim Creel and Bruce Kelsey were some of G. Watkins, Jr., (right) formerly of Pendleton has been assignthe Clemson people who were in Laurens for this lovely ed to Washington.
event.
Carolyn Willis and Jim Creel, who have also been
thinking about marriage for quite some time, formally
annnounced their engagement last weekend. An August
wedding is planned by the couple.
Others last weekend made their routine rounds of the
States M. McCarter, senior Plant Pathology major
girls' colleges. Duffie Stone, Jim Bragg, Bubba Corley
and, as usual, Ed Thomason visited the Columbia College from York, has received the Burkett-Cunningham-Bennes
award according to W. M. Epts, chairman of the faculty
lasses.
Winthrop attracted Ronnie Kaiser, Swinton Ander- advisory committee of Alpha Zeta.
son, John Reid, Rufus Sherard, Eddie Sherman, and Ken- The award, a national scholarship, was presented to States by;
neth Heaton to Rock Hill for their dates of last weekend.

States McCarter Receives Award
For Advanced Study In Pathology

Last Saturday night Barbara Dillard, Ken Rogers,
Rosie Shealy, Tony McAlister, Gail Stephens and Jim
Bosley gathered at the Anderson Country Club to honor Garland Gravely on his 22nd birthday. The party
danced to records after having had a lgiht supper prepared by the group of coeds.

Crisis Takes Temporary Back Seat

the High Council of the Alpha)
Zeta. States will use the scholarship for post-graduate work on
his master's degree.
The Alpha Zeta Society is an
honorary agricultural fraternity
for undergraduates and its membership is composed of students
outstanding in scholarship and
extra-curricular activities.

By RUSS CAMPBELL
Tiger Feature Writer
The Berlin crisis has taken a
back seat temporarily in the world
news to the revolt of Iraqui army
officers against the leftist regime
of Premier Abdel Karim Kassem
and the admission of Hawaii as the
50th state of the union.
But the lack of front page attention did not slow down the
actual action as millions of words
were spoken on both sides and they
all added up to this grand total:
The Communists want us out of
Berlin, and we still maintain we
are not going.
Khrushchev Visits Germany
Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev
of Russia was in East Germany
most of last week where he made
seven speeches in eight days plus
many political cocktail parties
where he doubtless made many important statements.
British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan, the most active statesman on the side of the Free World,
journeyed to confer with Konrad
Adenauer, the West German leader.
Macmillan had previously
talked with President Charles De
Gaulle of France before contacting
Adenauer.
Here in the United States,

President Eisenhower made one city. On closer inspection the
of his most pointed statements West found Krushchev's plan
in a news conference when he would place Russian troops in their
said, "I think we might as well
sector' of the city, but no allied
understand this-might as well
all of us understand this: I didn't forces were to be allowed into the
say that nuclear war is a com- Russian sector.
plete impossibility."
Open Road Guaranteed
Secretary of State John Foster
The
Russians also guaranteed an
Dulles remains in the hospital
fighting a renewed cancer attack open road to Berlin if the West
but the democracies appear to be would recognize East Germany as
ably represented with Macmillan a free and independent country.
constantly moving and Ike at the The West's idea on Germany rehome base of the allies. Dulles' mains a united country and, of
untimely illness has made Presi- course, this Communist plan was
dent Eisenhower the top spokes- again found unacceptable.
man for this nations foreign policy.
In the Paris conference oT
Macmillan and De Gaulle the
Situation Unchanged
British and French spokesmen
In all the entire situation ap- confirmed the West's stand on a
pears to be relatively unchanged reply to the Russians on a Big
from that of one week ago.
Four foreign ministers meeting.
Krushchev made
several
This meeting would be held in
speeches that at first glance apGeneva, probably in May.
peared to be more flexible that
If there will be any middle
the previous Communists stand
on Berlin calling for withdrawal ground to be taken we should be
of Western forces by May 27 able to observe it as Macmillan
when the Russians plan to turn checks into Washington bringing
East Germany over to the East with him West German, French
and Russian ideas on the Berlin
German government.
Krushchev said he would be wil- situation.
ling to allow neutral troops in BerKrushchev had made several
lin if it was converted into an open statements as the week ended this

Clemson Students Attend Conference On
Boners' Bag |
SEATO, Today' Held At USC Mar. 5, 6, 7
By RUTH BURRESS

By JIMMY YOUNGBLOOD
The Honorable G. F. Reinhardt Evans, Department of Defense,
Tiger Staff Writer
Chief Counselor of the Departon the history of the area, its imThree Clemson students attend- ment of State, was the keynote
portance, and the functions of
ed a conference "SEATO, Today" speaker. The address was on the
SEATO. Also Col. Harold D. Kehm,
held at the University of South importance of SEATO.
Department of .Defense, Military
Carolina Mar. 5, 6 and 7. The
The Honorable Malcolm BookAdvisor to SEATO, on the military
three were; James H. Monroe, er, Minister of the Australian Emand security problems of the area.
Dick Yeary must have a particular interest at Brenau,
Arts and Sciences major from bassy spoke at a banquet and led
R. L. Sumwalt, Acting President
Clemson, James A. Nettles, Arts several panel discussions.
as he made trips there both Saturday and Sunday nights. For membership sophomores
The Fit Five of the English and Sciences major from Clemson,
Other prominent speakers were: of the University of South CaroSeen at Converse last weekend was the usual crowd must have a 3.0 GPR, juniors—
Department, and Prof. Art Abell, and Dalton H. Watkins, Arts and R. W. Zimmerman, Special Assis- lina, delivered a welcoming adof Clemson boys, represented by Frank Clark, Sonny Pow- 2.8 GPR, and seniors 2.0 GPR.
tant for SEATO Affairs, U. S. De- dress to the delegates to the conSciences major from Rock Hill.
The purpose of the Alpha Zeta is have been on their toes. Prof.
ers, Happ Carr and Bob Erwin.
The conference was sponsored partment of State, on the political ference. Several professors from
Jim
Tuttleton's
choice
from
a
to promote the profession of agriClasses must be getting easier for Jim Pate, as he visit- culture and to develop standards student essay on Coleridge's by the International Relations and subversive problems of the the university also spoke at varClub of U. S. C. with the coopera- Southeast Asian area: Col. Robert ious meetings of the delegates.
ed Converse last Monday night.
of scholarship and leadership poem, "France: An Ode"—"Coltion of the U. S. Department of
Tonight Clemsonites have the opportunity of attend- among its members.
eridge thought the French Re- State. Delegates from several coling a mixer at the 'Y.' The dance is being given by a
volution was simply for the bet- leges and universities in North and
small group of the coeds but promises to have more girls
terment of the French pheas- South Carolina and Georgia attended the conference.
ants."
(Continued from Page 4)
from various places there.
The objectives of the conference
Clemson Canterbury Club will
All girls will be admitted free of charge, but there caused Coach Howard to smile
were primarily to acquaint the welcome approximately 40 students
And
this
from
a
commentary
on
when asked about his chances
American College student with the to the Vacation Church School
will be a small admittance fee for males.
capital punishment: "On the other organization and functions of convention this afternoon. The connext year.
hand, a criminal will be tortured SEATO and to explore the pos- vention, with participating students
Tomorrow is the day of the long anticipated
Banquet Follows
the rest of his life if he is given
Spring practice game which brings another needed opIPTAY will climax its spring life imprisonment with no chance sibility of expanding the functions from all South Carolina colleges
of SEATO to bring about a greater and universities, is held each year
drive at the jamboree Saturday of payroll."
portunity for social life on the Clemson campus.
degree of cooperation and de- to acquaint the summer's VCS
night with a banquet given for all
It is hoped that the students will take advantage of IPTAY members, their families
velopment between the member workers with the material they
Another stuldent opened his
shall teach and to give them prenations.
this opportunity by asking dates, friends and relatives up and friends.
heart to Prof. Mark Steadman:
liminary instructions concerning
SEATO
is
the
abbreviation
for
for the game to again recapture the football spirit.
The highlights of the jamboree "Until we have girls' dormitories Southeastern Asia Treaty Organ- their mission.
After the game there will be a banquet at the Clem- include the recognition of all who at Clemson, we can only hope and ization. This is an alliance for The project, which is sponsored
son House for IPTAY members and their guests. This have rendered a large support to prey."
mutual protection and cooperation by State Canterbury, is being unIPTAY, the recognition of the 1959
between the United States, United dertaken this year by Clemson
should prove to be a gala affair.
Sugar Bowl team, and presentaMr. Abel spotted these:
France, Australia, New Canterbury under the direction of
This weekend definitely has possibilities of being tion of a trophy to the most valu- "After a hardy supper the boys Kingdom,
Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, John Porcher, Forestry major from
eventful and entertaining, so every student is urged to par- able member of the 1958 football head for the dormitories. They and Thailand.
Mt. Pleasant.
team, and one to the best defen- usually end up in a short bull
ticipate in these activities being offered in hopes of en- sive
player.
secession in the hall before they
livening the Clemson campus.
Jess Neely, head coach at Rice get to their rooms."
Institute and formerly head man
"With me, music can take my
at Clemson, will be the guest mind off my troubles or help me to
speaker at the affair.
consecrate."
Tiger Editor Ronnie Ellis is reported by Dr. E. M. Lander to
have Identified the 14th Amendment as "citizens are those persons born or neutralized in the
United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, ..."

Canterbury Club
Host To Meeting

ORANGE

past Sunday drew to a close. The
Soviet Premier stated that a war
"even though it would start in a
small way would end in the fall of
capitalism." The Russian headman boasted that, "the socialist
camp is stronger than ever."
Germany Will Be Reunified
He added, "The German people
will again be reunified. But it is
a question of time and a question
of the proper conditions."
Krushchev singled out East German leader Walter Clbricht for
special praise when he said that
the West considers that "—he is
an impossible person. You can't
negotiate with him."

VICKERS
(Continued from Page 3)
training program. "It is quite an
opportunity, whether you have decided on an Army career or not.
A career in business will also be
helped very much by the experience that I am getting now."
"Other than an education, I
think Clemson has taught me a
new outlook on life and how little
a man really knows."

LIFETIME
GUARANTEED

MUFFLERS
FREE
IKMM1U1UL
15 Minute Service
Get the BEST for LESS
Get A Midas Muffler

mums
.

MUFFLER
SHOP

110 N.
Murray
Ph. CAnal
6-1028
Anderson, S. C,

New Summer Merchandise

DACRON & COTTON SUITS .... $19.95
COTTON CORD SUITS
$12.95
COTTON WASH TROUSERS
$ 3.98
BERMUDA SHORTS
$ 3.98
CALYPSO PANTS
$ 3.98
SHORT SLEEVE'SHIRTS . $1.99 & $2.95

JUDGE KELLER

College Closed Circuit TV
Is One Of First In South
Clemson is experimenting this
month with one of the first closed
TV circuits to be used as an educational aid south of the Ohio River.
It Is A Success
. According to Dr. John McCormack of the industrial engineering
faculty, who is employing the comparatively new technique in his
metallurgy classes daily, "It is an
unqualified success."
Professor E. J. Freeman said,
"It is one of the only TV's in the
south without commercials!"
The equipment, purchasd with
Olin Foundation funds, consists
of a camera, which picks up images from a photographic microscope, and relays them to the
viewing screen of a regular television moniter.
The process will be used extensively in the new Earle Chemical
Engineering Building, a $1,175,000
Olin gift.
Represents Saving
Economically, Dr. McCormack
says, the closed circuit represents
a considerable saving. "The cost
of the TV apparatus is only twice
as much as one of the eight microscopes used on a regular TV apparatus.
Where once students stood in
line for one look at a subject
under a microscope, the subject
is now filmed on a TV screen
for
discussion and observation
by an entire class. It also enables an instructor to concentrate attention to specific areas
of the subject for detailed study.
"The instructor knows he is getting his point across." "It takes
much of the guess work out of
metallurgical teaching!"
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The closed TV circuit will be one
of the basic tools in an unusual
adult education short course tentatively set at Clemson for early April. A series of six lectures on basic
metallurgy in iron and steel will
be sponsored by the American Society of Metals, with Dr. McCormack and Prof. Freeman as host
speakers.
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EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, Inc.
"BETWEEN THE BANKS"
105 E. Whitner St.

Anderson, South Carolina
20 Billfold Prints From Any Picture

KROSSWORD

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Heady peaks
(var.)
7. A hank of hair
foes here
Lind of
instincts that
bring out
the wolf
14. What gals do a
half-hour late
15. Kind of
Tuesday
16. Guy who gives
horn lessons?
17. Indian who's
always in it?
18. You've got it
if you're sharp
20. Eastern college
21. Then in Paris
23. Makes a lemon
palatable
25. Noted separation
center
26. You _ . me
27. Half a
French dance
29. It starts terribly
30. Spunk
34. Gardner,
but no
horticulturist
35. A little
previous
37. Buttons and
Barber
39. What you ought
to be smoking
41. Fatten up
44. This one
couldn't be
easier
46. Devastate
48. Alter altars
49. It's across
the street
50. Changes one's
type
61. Second best
thing on a
sweater

1. Hunting ground
for Yale men
2. It's cooler
with Kool
3. Same sparkle &
glow. 1/2 as soft
&I/10thedough
4. Something in
common
5. Talks big
6. Bob's last name
7. Lady in waiting
8. Spanish gold
9. The season's
eligible gals
10. Height of
highness
11. Nothing odd
here
12. Bird who
sounds whirly
19. Desirable
half a gallon
22. Half an
American dance
24. One of a
blue twosome
26. Breathers when
mermaid hunting
28. Mabel has him
surrounded
30. A wild kind
of ian
81. A reluctant
poem
32. Pointers,
Western style
83. New (Prefix)
36. Guy who'd do
anything for her
38. Dry
40. A little less
than moral
41. Be audibly
overanxious
42. End of
the league
43. Swifty
45. Iz
so?
47. He takes care
of the dogs

Phone CAnal 4-0707

$1.20

No. 18

The biggest challenge
a man has to face is himself"
"Men and businesses are alike in one respect," says
Gerald A. Parsons, 30-year-old marketing and personnel development specialist. "Their success depends to a great extent on how well they respond to
challenge. And I've found that the biggest challenge
a man has to face on his job is not the competition of
others — but the far more important one of developing himself to his fullest capabilities.

• As cool and clean as a breath of fresh air.
• Finest leaf tobacco...mild refreshing menthol —
and the -worlds most thoroughly tested filter!
• With every puff your mouth feels clean,
your throat refreshed!

Qmericas Mosf Meshing Ggai€lfe
, ALSO REGULAR 8I2E KOOL WITHOUT FILTER
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"During my four years with General Electric,
I've had plenty of opportunity for self-development.
Challenging training assignments at five different
locations within the company have given me a
broader understanding of my career area. In my
present job I have the benefit of working with experts, both in establishing long-range goals and in
helping to achieve them. I've found that working
toward future potential is vital in the development
of successful businesses — and successful men."

Young men such as Gerry Parsons are important
to the future of companies like General Electric and
to the growth of America's dynamic, competitiveenterprise economy. Our nation's progress will depend more and more upon those forward-looking
individuals who continue to develop to their fullest
capabilities during their lifetime.
That is why General Electric provides a climate
for individual progress — with opportunity for increasing knowledge and skills — for all of its employees, including 30,000 college graduates. For it
is only as individuals meet the challenge of selfdevelopment that there continues to be progress for
a business, an industry, or a nation.
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